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Mrs Do It Again! Smart Show, $1,000 Gift

2d Charity
Ball Packs
Club Ebony

1.!

By MISS ElITOGENE WATKINS
"The closer you watch • .. the
less you're going to see"
was
the kind of chatter that characterized the very entertaining performance of Magician John Sallee
as he delighted guests at the
JUG's second annual Charity Ball
on Friday, Feb. 10, at Club Ebony.
It was sponsored this year for
the benefit of transportation expenses for Celebral Palsied children to and from the Los Passees
Treatment Center on Court st, Dr
Carl E. Bookings, vice president
of the Center received a check
for $1,000 in behalf of the president, Mrs. John Melskell. from the
JUGS president, Miss Sarah McKinnie.
Also present were: Max Olenick, of Memphis and Shelby County Society for Crippled children
and adults; Mrs.Barbara Hall and
Mrs. James E. Carey of Les Pasees, Inc., Mrs. Robbie Beard, director of the Center, and Miss
Katherine Crossin, physical therapist at the Center.
BRILLIANT AFFAIR
Hundreds of guests had a hilarious time as they gathered at
one of the most brilliant affairs
of the social season. .. to watch
glamorous Living Ads as they promenaded across the ballroom floor,
FASHIONABLY GOWNED
stepping through a decorated
MEMBER OF JUGS, Inc.
screen placed across the rear of
gathered around Dr. Carl E.
the room. Clusters of multicolorBookings, vice-president of Les
ed balloons were arranged high
Passees Treatment Center who
overhead .. , and the especially
was presented a check for
well arranged tables were covered with red checkered cloths . ..
while a frisky can can girl was
caught by the artist in the "for
ward bend turned backward'
. ...
making for an amusing bandstand
piece.
Members of the Esquire club, a
men's group, presented the JUG's
members with an unusual and
handsome club design . . . made
in the form of huge blocks — the
side, of which, gave a brief statement of the purpose of the club:
"Just undertaking a civic duty of
Giving help and Service to our
Community." They also donated
$50 to the Ball.
LOVELY LIVING ADS
There were fifteen lovely Living Ads: Miss Josie Baldridge
Harlem House, in lavender tights
and top with lilac heart shaped
apron sprinkled with rhinestones;
Miss June Billops, the Tri StateDefender Calendar Girl, wearing
pale green jersey tight pants with
pink satin full sleeves attached to
a pale green Peter Pan bodice;
Miss Muse Yvonne Brooks
Southern Funeral Home, wearing
a yellow halter top and tights with
green sprinkled net open skirt;
Miss Beverly Coleman — Coca
Cola, wearing a short frilly skirt
over tights, and a tiara of miniature coca cola bottles; Miss Nudye
Fischer — Schlitz and Tony's,
wearing an attractive satin outfit;
Miss Barbara Gillum — Mies
LeMoyne, wearing the regal crown
and a black velvet gold trimmed
robe over a white formal gown;
Miss Maxine McCain — Top Hat
and tails club, wearing stunning
Akwhite satin top hat and tails
w with white tights; Miss Alice McVay — WDIA, wearing stunning
satin tights with a loon ruffled
train, and musical notes headJUGS LIVING ADS — Gracpiece; Miss Barbara Mitcell —
ing the gala Charity Ball held
Sawyer's Realty, wearing stapless
on Friday, Feb. 10 at Club
blue taffeta under blue lace metallic tights, with a headpiece depicting a chandelier of blue lights;
Miss Shirley Partee — Patterson Mable Young, Aldean Powell, Mrs.
Funeral Home, wearing frilly Ophelia S. Holmes, Mr. and Mrs.
black lace strapless tights with Warren K. Jackson, Mrs. Marie
skirt; Miss Helen Pettis — We Smith, Maurice Bullett, Carl Taymoderns, wearing glamorous long lor, Miss Birteal Dixon, Miss Gus.
red satin tight pants with a red sye Sweat, John L. Taylor, Mr,
overskirt; Miss Norma Quinn — and Mrs.nWilton Steinberg, Mr.
Gay Hawk, wearing a rhumba cos- and Mrs. Charles Bodye, Mr. and
tume, chartreuse midriff, and red Mrs. Lewis Jones, jr., Minor Dansequinned and chartreuse short ov- dridge, Miss Hazel Johnson, Miss
er skirt, flowers in hair and bang- Irma Braxton, Mr. and Mrs. Elles on arms; Miss Johnnie Ter- dridge Cash, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
ry — Esquire club, wearing pink Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Harand green sequinned apache cos- ris, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gunter,
tume, long pink gloves and pink Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Taylor.
tam on her head; Miss Barbara MORE GUESTS
Wilkins — Model Laundry wearMrs. Frances Laws, Mrs. Ethel
ing orange lace over yellow taf- J. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Deadrick
feta with butterflies over c 0 s- Brittenum, Mrs. Mary Beal, Mr.
tume; Miss Mildred Winfrey — and Mrs. Marion Ford, Mrs. Ver.
Kickerbocker club, wearing strap-I Ion Robinson, Mrs. Thelma Davidless taffeta outfit of fittedbodice son, Mr. and Mrs. Crese Burl'.
and full knickers.
ris, Mr. and Mrs. Richard BraMembers of JUGS themselves ran, Mrs, Erdyne Corley, Mr. and
were captivatingly regal as they Mrs. Frank Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.
wore shining tiaras and long white James E. Herndon, Mr. and Mrs.
gloves wth their individually de- Ernest Withers, Willie Lee Nelson.Roland Mobley, Mrs. Mabel K.
signed gowns of pink or red.
AMONG THE GUESTS
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. James
Among the many guests notic- Boone, Miss Charline Gould, Lunaed were members of the Board of ford Henderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Les Passees Treatment Center; Howard Richardson, Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs. Evelyn Means, Eddie Smith, Oliver Harris;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold I. Johns,
Mr. and Mrs. Mayoa Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Thomas, Willie Mrs. Johnetta Kelso, Dr. and Mrs.
Pegues, Miss Beatrice Jackson. Frank White, Dr, and Mrs. W. H.
Miss Beatrice Price, Clarence Young, Mr. and Mrs. Charles TarFitzgerald, Miss Valeria Brown, pley, Miss Jewel Gentry, Dr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lowe, Mr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, Atty. and Mrs.
Mrs. James Prudent, Mr. a n d A. W. Willis, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mrs. Allawrence Turner, Mr. and Willis, Miss Cecelia Willis, Miss
111. Mrs. Charles Nevels, Wendell Rob- Joyce Broome, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
inson, Miss Valtina Greene, Mrs. McAnulty, Miss Harry Mae SiVera Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs. mon, Samuel Upchurch, Mrs. ZeDorsey West, Mrs. and Mrs. Gar- nobia Johnson, Claude Bynum,
mer Currie, Mr. and Mrs. Ulys- Mrs.mA, L. Johnson, Mrs. B. L.
ses Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. French Hooks, Dr. E. A. Witherspoon,
Hunt, Mrs. Josephine Fields, Mr. Miss Marie Edge, Miss Agnes Busand Mrs. harlee Rogers, Miss by, and many, many others.

$1,000 by the group at their
second annual Charity Ball
held Friday, Feb. 10 at Club
Ebony. Left to right: Miss
Gwendolyn Nash, treasurer,
Mrs. Modeane Thompson, cor-

responding secretary. Miss
Sarah E. McKinnie, president,
Dr. Bookings, Miss Erma Laws,
publicity chairman for Ball,
Miss Marie Bradford, secretary, and Miss Velma Lois

Jones, vice president. Other
members are: Mrs. Josephine
Bridges, chairman of Living
Ads, and Mrs. Martha J. Steinberg, business manager.
(Withers Photo)

MISS JUNE BILLORS.---= The
Tri State Defender's own Calendar Girl beams a smile
which shows her pulchritude

off to good advantage. She is
also a Living Ad for charm
and intelligence, (Withers Photo.)

•

Ebony, sponsored by JUGS,
inc., for the benefit of transporting children with Cerebral

Palsy to and from their treatment center were these Eking
Ads. Center photo left: Josie

MORE BEM= — Left to
right; Alice McVay, VIDIA;

Baldridge, Harlem Houses; Heten Pettis, We Moderns Club,
Barbara Mitchell, Sawyer

Beverly Coleman, Coca Cola
Company; Johnnie Terry, Es-

Realty Company, Une Billops,
Tri-State Defender Calendar
Girl. Right Photo: Barbara

quire Club. Norma Quinn, Gay
Hawk; Shirley Parke, Patter-

Gillum, Miss LeMoyne College; Mildred Winfrey, Knickerbocker club; Maxine Mc-

son Funeral Home: Barbara Wilkins, Model Laundry.

Cain, Top Hat and Tails club;
Mose Yvonne Brooks, South.
ern Funeral Home.

(Withers Photo)
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SOCIETY
Merry aftGo Round
By Emogene A. Watkins

1Four Suitors Bridge Club Gives Gala; Enjoyable Cocktail Party
Something truly different and
thoroughly enjoyable was the gala
Cocktail Party which the sophisticated embers of the Four Suiters Bri e club chose to entertain
severa undred guests on Friday,
Feb. 10, at Curries Supper Club.
A beautiful table laden with attractive and tasty hors'doeurves
placed near thee ntrance to the
placed near the entrance to the
tention as guests kept a steady
stream in that direction ... until
the table was bare. Two capable
bartenders
served
cocktails
throughout the evening. Music was
at its liveliest, and merriment
was high as guests and members

danced until the wee hours.
THE MEMBERS
Members were attractively
gowned in individual taste.
They are: Mrs. Alma Holt, president, Miss Gertrude Walker,
vice president, Mrs. Charline McGraw, secretary, Mrs. Celestia
Porter, treasurer, Mrs. Helen Shelby, Mrs. Bertha Johnson, Mrs.
Thelma Harris, Mrs, Celia Chaplin, Mrs. Gloria Howard, Mrs.
Jewel Strong, of Covington, Tenn.,
Mrs. Emma Tom Johnson, Mrs.
Vivian Conley, and Mrs. Bennie
Williams.
Among the many guests attending were: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

Abron, Mr. and Mrs. Norwood Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Booth, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, Mrs. J. D. Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
G. L. Brownlee, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Westbrook, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis, Wiley, Dr. and Mrs. E.
Frank White, Mr. and Mrs. Noel
Wherry, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
Weaver, Atty. and Mrs..A. A. Latting, Mrs. A. M. Walker, Miss Ida
Mae Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Tarpley, Mr. and
Mrs. James Perrie, Miss Hazel
Pyles, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Mur-

rell, Mr. and Mrs. John Outlaw,
A. B. Owens, Miss Martelle Trigg,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Oates, Mr.
and Mrs. John A. Olive, Mr. and
Mrs. John McKinney, Miss Grace
Collins Dr. and Mrs. A. B. Carter, Miss Almazine Davis John
A. Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Kelly, Mrs.
Loretto Kateo, Mr, and Mrs. Albert Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jamison, Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Howell, Dr.and Mrs. A. E. Horne,
Jerome Hill, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Harbraves, Mr. and Mrs. S. Goodlowe, Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Prof.
J. D. Springer, Mrs. Pearl Spann,

James Somerville Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Ray, MTS.
Celios Henderson of Chicago, Dr.4 Eddie B. Rideout, Miss _Maydella
and Mrs. Sidney Collier, and Mr.
and Mrs. 0. Yarbrough, of Coving- Reeves, Mrs. Edwin Quinn, Mr,
ton, Term.
and Mrs. Edwin Prater, Mr. and
OTHER GUESTS
Mrs. Margaret Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Roberts, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Utillus Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. , Mrs. Bob Roberts, Miss Rosa A.
John Poston, Miss Jewel Gentry, Robinson, Mrs. M. S. Rivers, Mrs.
Mrs. Ruby Gadison, Miss Lillie ,
M. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. William ! Gary Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Pippin, Mr. and Mrs. Sam L. Shannon, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Lee, ' Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
Miss Elizabeth Lewis, Mr. and Sartin. Mr. and Mrs. Danny MitMrs. H. T. Lockard, •Mis. Ethel
Lockwood, Dr. and Mrs, A. T. chell, Prof. and Mrs. S. M. Smith
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lucas, !I and others.

, and the emergency trip of Louise
LENT BEGAN THIS WEEK and I Ward to the bedside of her fatherfrom all indications resulting from in-law out of the city. They also
observance last year, it will be missed Elmyra Williams who was
observed by an increasing num- unable to attend. Hostess for the
ber of persons. They key thought occasion was Mrs. Lytia McKinat this time is sacrifice .. . not ney who served a delicious menu.
the selfish kind — the sacrificing She had as her guests, Mesdames
of something you wouldn't miss Grace A. Parker, Jane Rodgers
anyway — but that which really of Salt Lake City, Utah, Elizameans something to you to have beth Cox, and Miss Jim Ella Cotgiven up during this period . . ton.
with daily meditations. Though it
Leading bridge players for the
is not in the doctrine of every denomination of religion, it may be evening were: Mesdames Thrift
Greene, Loretta Kateo, Lillian
observed if you so desire.
Newman, and Grace A. Parker,
• • 4r
guest prize.
THE WEEK END WAS FULL
THE ESQUIRE CLUB of Memand will be a memorable one
for many. Highlighting activities phis held its regular semi-monthwere the JUGS Living Ad Chari- ly meeting recently at Beulah's Taty Ball at Club Ebony, and the vern, and unanimously voted to
Four Suiters Bridge Club's Cock- contribute $50 to the JUGS in betail Party at Currie's, both held half of their efforts to raise funds
Friday night. Many couples were for the children with Cerebral Palseen madly dashing to both af- sy. This contribution in addition
fairs, which were lively and show- to a new club designed created
ed evidence of rare planning on by club member Jefferson Taylor. well known decorator, was prethe part of each group.
sented to the JUGS during thelr
*
:recent Charity Ball. Members pre: ALSO ON FRIDAY, Feb. 10. the
sent were: Messrs. J. W. Clarke.
YWCA held its annual MemberAndrew Perry, L. 0. Alexander,
ship Dinner Meeting at B. T.
Hugh 0. Ferguson, Eldridge Cash.
Washington high school. Mrs. JenBen Gunter, Arthur Thompson, and
nie B. Vance addressed the group ,
Samuel E. Harris, jr.
in her usual dynamic manner,'
• .
which has made her much sought'
THESE CHARMING SMILES
right; Miss Gertrude Walker,
Holt, Mrs. Vivian Conley, Mrs.
SERIOUS BUSINESS — A few
Suiters Bridge Club Cocktail
of Mound Bayou, Miss., Mrs.
after from week to week withi
PRINCIPALS from
OF
HOST
A
belong to the members of the
of the many guests are seen
Ceiestia Porter, Mrs. Jewel
Party Friday night. Among
Mrs. Charlene McGraw, Mrs.
Mary Johnson, Miss Ida Mae
each audience equally as eager to!
throughout the state converged
Four Suiters Bridge Club, who
as they passed along the rethose seen in the picture are
Walker, and Dr. A. E. Horne.
hear her. She spoke from the subStrong, of Covington, Tenn.,
Howard,
Gloria
Bertha
Mrs.
Memphis to attend the Tenentertained their friends at a
freshment table at the Four
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Johnson
(Leon Coleman Photo)
ject "The Promise and The Prob- on
Mrs. Celia Chaplin, and Mrs.
Johnson, and Mrs. Bennie G.
Association's
nessee Principal
pleasurable Cocktail Party on
lem" embracing many sociologiHelen
Shelby.
(Leon
Coleman
week-end. The
past
this
meeting
Williams.
Standing,
l-r:
Mrs.
Friday, Feb. 10, at Curries
cal and religious topics. She was
General Sessionprogram and di.sSupper Club. Seated left to
Photo.)
Thelma Harris, Mrs. Alma
introduced by Mrs. Russell Sugarcussion group meetings were held
anon.
at Le Moyne College, Bruce Hall.
Deep Reiver was interpreted in The Executive meeting was held
a creative movement by a group at the Oreans hotel. The Convenof Y Teens who were: Maxine tion Theme: "The Role of the
Alexander, Ethylene Hurst, Marva , Principal in Preparing all School
Moore, and Marian Pegues.
The Gamma Gamma Zeta Chap- rene Robinson, Columbus; Gladys
Personnel and students for BetLafayette Seymour was vocal so- ter Human Relations." Among
ter of the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Bush Gray. Columbus; Berneice
loist. Mrs. Leslie Taylor gave
Plans have been completed for The Zeta Ensemble will render ,chairman. Sunday, Feb. 26—Chapthe many participants in the varMrs. Marie Smith entertained was elaborately entertained in a Hunter, Columbus; Annie M. Nayhighlights of the YWCA's proel services at Kennedy General members of the Su Amigo Bridge post-celebration of the
ious groups and on the General the annual week-long Finer Wom- musical selections.
Sorority's lor, Pontotoc; Arnolia Boone. Abgram for the past year and Mrs.! Sessions Program were: Prof. anhood Week Observance of AlHospital. Miss Hazel Pyles, chair- club recently at Tony's Place. A
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Mary E. Murphy made remarks Ezra L. Ford, Capleville School, pa Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi
Thirty-sixth
Founder's
at the erdeen, and Elizabeth Cooper000d,
Day,
Other activities scheduled are: man. The Zeta Ensemble will fur- lively meeting ensued . . . and home of
on Membership. A check for S25 president of the association, who Beta sorority, Feb. 19-26.
Mrs.
Margurite
Ray- , Aberdeen.
nish
special
Favors
music.
will
be
the delicious turkey dinner with all
Monday, Feb. 20 — Fruit shower
was presented to the Branch by ' presided: Prof. G. A. Key, ChatA panel discussion on the theme, at
ford, wife of Dr. L. L. Hayford,
given patients attending.
trimmings
by
enjoyed
the
evwas
County
Shelby
Hospital.
Sorors
Mrs. Katie Sevton in behalf of the tanooga, Prof. Louis B. Hobson, Juvenile Delinquency — -A ChalMrs. Helen N. Waterford, gen- eryone.
Grenada, Miss.
Bluff City PTA. Members of the Manassas High School, Mrs. Nan- lenge to the American Way of will make a pilgrimage to the hoseral chairman states that such a
pital
carrying
fruit
1
As a part of the celebration,
and
favors
for
New
year
officers
were
the
for
were
YWCA
Avenue
Vance
staff of
nie Rucker, Murfreesboro; Prof. Life," will highlight the week's acweek of activities is a fulfillment
of the Vance Avenue YWCA were C. Wells, E. A. Harold High school, tivities. The public at large is urg- the 300 patients. Mrs. Mildred P. of a chapter requirement of cul- elected: Miss Minnie Sanders, pre- ' two were pledged to the Archonian
sident, Mrs. Willie Mae Alexander, club of the Gamma Gamma Zeta
presented by Mrs. Etta Boyd. They Millington: Dr. J. Perpener, Prof. ed--ta attend the Public Program Brady, chairman. Tuesday, Feb. tural contributions directed
toward vice-president, Mrs. Marie Smith,
are: Mrs. Addie Grifin Owen. Ex- . of Education at Lane college who at Mississippi Boulevard Christian 21 — Re-pledge services at the community interests.
Miss Gloria secretary; Miss Juanita Allen, Chapter, Mrs. M'Elena Matthews
ecutive director, Miss Betty John- delivered main address; Prof. C. church, Sunday, Feb. 19 at 5 p. m. home of Mrs. Grace Horner, M.'s. Callian is basileus
of
the local treasurer, Mrs. Mamie Dillard, and Mrs. Zeima Howard, both oi
E.
Shirley
Murphy, chairman;
son, Teenage program director, B. Robinson. Chattanooga; S. W. Some local problems in the exchapter.
Wednesday,
Feb.
22
—
Teen-Age
chaplain, and Mrs. Lawrence Itta Bena.
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins, residence Harris, Shelbyville, M. D. Senter, periences of the panelists and
Bridges, reporter. Other mem- Following the business meeting,
director, Mrs. Maude D. Bright, Knoxville. C. N. Berry, Jackson, what is being done about them in Theater Party at New Daisy thebers present awre Mrs. Delores the gracious hostess, utilizing a
office and information secretary; William Fort Nashville, T. R. their respective fields, will be dis- ater, 7 p. m. The highest ranking
Boone, and Miss Leanther Gallion. motif of Hearts and Flowers, servMrs. Lilla Hall. night desk clerk, Hartsfield, Milan, J. L. Seets, Mc- cussed by the panelists. This in- officers of the high school honor
Absent was Mrs. Ella Mae Hew- ed the group a rare and artisMrs. Bertha Stigall, night desk Kinzie, T. Clinton Derrick, Nash- cludes the handicapped child, psy- societies will be special guests.
itt.
1
clerk, and Mrs. Willie Aldridge, ville, W. W. Mays. Hennings, E. chiatric services, guidance pro- THEATRE PARTY
tically prepared luncheon.
Mrs. Dorothy B. Berkley, chairGuests included Miss Mayola
maintenance clerk.
Soror Wayne Reynolds, as holdE. Pitts, Chatanooga, and many gram in the schools, the services man.
The movie "Illegal" will be
Oliver, Mrs. Marie Neal, Mrs. Nor- er of the Magic Heart, was preThe Hospitality Committee under others.
rendered by Family Service and
A
charming
group
of
ladies met ma Nunn, Mrs. Jean Mason and sented an exquisite potted pant
shown. Thursday, Feb. 23 — Proleadership of Mrs. Adeline Smith
in the area of religion.
•*•
ject Day: Eye Glass, Scholarship on Wednesday, Feb. 8, at the home Miss Gussye Sweet.
and Mrs. Willie Pegues, acted as
by the hostess.
THE PANELISTS
and Juvenile Delinquency. Publi- of Mrs. Tarledo Cox, of 205 S. PRIZE WINNERS
hostesses on this occasion. They
LUKE AND LAVERNE 'eaParticipating in the celebration
The
panelists
are
Mrs.
Driver,
Alma
and
R.
organized
the Blue
city and progress reports will be
wore black dresses with pretty thers are the proud parents of
Winning the beautiful prizes were: Sorors Pauline Allen, hablue and white corsages. They brand new baby son born las ti Booth, principal Keel Avenue given. The Eye Glass Project is Flamingo Social club. They will were: Mrs. Norma Munn, guest sileus, Columbus; Edith
II. Mcpresented beautiful orchid cor- week .. . didn't quite get his school; Miss Ellen Correll, St. sponsored through the services meet bi-monthly on Thursdays, prize, while the club prizes went Neil, first
anti-basileus,
Itta
Bena;
Marys
Episcopal
church
and
made
social
plans
for
of
interesting ac- to Mesdames Willie Mae AlexandMemphis Junior League giving
corsages to the guest speaker, name
.
Lucinda Walston, secohdanti-ba, worker, and director of the Youth eyeglasses and
Mrs. Vance, Mrs. Owen. Mrs. M.
treatment to indi- tivities during the year at the er and Mamie Dillard, respective- sileus, Grenada;
Margurite Ray
MRS. ST. JC- program; Prof. Louis B. Hobson, gent children of
L. Adams, chairman of Vance ave. i FATHER AND
Memphis and Shel- meeting.
ly. Mrs. Willie Mae Alexander ford, Greneda; Amanda
Ely,
just
have
principal,
Jr.,
SIMPK'1NS,
Manassas
LIAN
High
school;
by'County Friday, Feb. 24— Closbranch, and Mrs. Frances Lacey,
Officers elected at the meeting will be hostess at the February 'Greenwood; Doris A. Payton, Coin! Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo, Family ed sorority social.
executive director of the Memphis returned following a meeting
Members and were: President, Mrs. Tarledo meeting.
lumbus; Lucille Patterson, OkoD. C., of the College I Service Case worker, and Zeta so- their guests will be at their mer- Cox; vice
YWCA. Other guests from 1 h e Washington • D
president, Miss Vir- Some of the members have been lona; Wayne E. Reynolds, Columrot::
and
;
,
Dr.
Lewis
A.
Jim
Mrs.
R.
Preachers
Foley,
of
.
.
.
director
riest
in the Fiesta Room. Miss gie Williams: Secretary, Miss Lucy joining friends to play bridge beCentral YWCA were Miss Mary
bus; Carrie Dotson, Grenada; Lu. of Child Guidance Clinic and sen- Utoka Qualls,
chairman. Saturday, Murray; assistant secretary, Miss tween meetings. On Wednesday,
Sparnes, program director of the • of Clack Place attended a Metho ior
staff
psychiatrist at Gailor Feb. 25 — "Story Hour"
Central Y. and Mrs. M. 0. Ben- dist meeting in Nashville. Tenn...
at Cos- Clothis Rutherord Treasurer, Miss Feb. 1, Mrs. Mamie Dillard was
Psychiatric hospital. Miss Cornet- sitt Library from
3-4 p. m. for Emma C. Sease; Reporter, Alma hostess to the following: Mrs. Manett, member of both the National; THE RUTH CLUB of Early Oa
Sanders,
instructor
at
Hamil- pupils of the elementary schools Spotts; chaplain,
and Memphis Boards of the Y.1Grove Baptist church were enter- ton
Margaret Ram- rie Smith. Mrs. Willie Mae Alex- .
high school, and a Zeta soror, grades 1-4. Crippled
M. C. A.
children from sey. Other members present were: ander, Mrs. Lawrence Bridges,'
tamed on Tuesday, Feb. 7, by will be
moderator. Mrs. Mildred Keel Avenue school will be special
Iola Johnson, and Mrs. Dorothy Mrs. Mary Lue Phillips, Mrs. BerMrs. Carlee Bailey conducted Mrs. Alice Collier and Mrs. Cora P. Horne is program
chairman. guests. Mrs. Larcenia Cain is
An
YWCA.
Avenue
Vance
at
Smith
tha Dillard, and Mrs. Bernice WilmemThree
new
the elections.
liams.
bers were named to the Commit- ' interesting meeting was held and
'
1
sam
tee-.on Administration for a term a delightful social hour followed. =
,
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
of three years: Mesdames Holli.s Members took chances on a Prize moult
H. H. Ateman will conduct the
Price. Gorine S. Young. and Lau- Pie with Little Jack Horner placSunday School at 9 a.m., Sunday, ;
retta Kateo. Re-elected to serve ed in the center, with the rhyme
at Metropolitan. The morning worwere: Mesdames M. L. Adams, printed on the edge. The hostesse
ship at 11 a.m, will be spotlighted
Etta Boyd, Pearl Jefferson, J. served refreshing ice cream and
with a stirring message by the
H. Seward. W. B. Woods, and Ge- cake.
pastor, Rev. S. A. Owen.
neva Williams.
Among the many members atElected to the 1956 nominat- tending were Jordan Smith, presiMg committee were: mesdames
es,
dent of the choir, James Lewis,
Estelle Campbelle, Rebecca Bi- clerk-secretary, James E w e 11,
Brown.
Emma chairman of the trustee Board,
ram, Lutisha
CAN YOU USE
Smith, and Arie Fullilove. A large Mrs. Samuel Mullins, secretary of
crowd was in attendance.
MORE
club, and Mr, Mullins, Mrs. Julia
•.
Grant, chaplain, Mrs. Susie CaldA ,..I0LLY GATHERING of well. missionary. Mrs. James Ewmembers of the Flamingo Bridge ell, treasurer, Mrs. Rosie Clark ;
club honored their fellow mem- Bates. Noble Owens, Mrs. Annie ,
GROUND FLOOR
hers, Mrs. Fannie Davis West with t Broom and "Mother" Griffin who
STERICK BUILDING
a Miscellaneous Shower on Satur- gave a warm welcome to guests.
day, Feb. 4. Much activiry was
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
The members were happy to!
Gfr PillflUNTIAL
centered around the lovely Decemhis
present
and
pastor
have
their
SIRVICI"
ber bride at this affair which was
held in the well appointed home of wife, Rev. and Mrs. Eugene Wal- ;
FOUR YEARS OLD — This
1-r: Horace Clay, Lafayette
club member Warliese Horne of ler. Other guests attending were
is the way charming little Jo
Theo ''Bless My Boness" Wade
%Alison, Marvin Earl Mays,
1727 E. Greenview Circle.
Ann Mays Walls, daughrr of
Willie Steele, jr., Blinda TugMany lovely and useful gifts, in- who made brief remarks to the
Mr. and Mrs. Frenk Walls, of
warmly
rewere
which
group
gle, Rose Hayford, Frances
eluding a handsome bridge table .
271 Hernando st., celebrated
ceived:• and •Mrs Ovella Kemp
Phillips, Annette Corley, Ronwere happily opened by the hon- c
her fourth birthday recently.
ald Willis and Gloria Steele.
oree. The dining room table was of Metropolitan Baptist church.
Those happy faces show tellBack row: William Crutcher,
a portrait of edible beauty, decktale signs of great`antiripa•
jr., (hands to mouth.) Wendered in the best culinary fashion,
lion as they pose before a
Corley. Jo Ann Maya Malls,
and laid with a white madeira
colorful table laden with tasty
honoree, Vs onne Miller, Char'
cloth.
snacks, presents, and a huge
lamane Miller end Rhoda Lynn
The evening got off to a fine
birthday cake. Front r o w.
Mays. (Hooks Photo.)
start with a good session of Progressive bridge. Mrs. Odiestine
Herndon, a guest, who always
Mrs. Patsy Bridges. of 919 Lew bids an excellent hand, was re- is. was hostess to members of the
cipient of the prize for holding Willing Workers club which met
the top score.
last week. Highlights of the meetOthers present to wish the hest ! ing included election of new nth ,
of everything for the bride were: cers and the welcoming of three
Mesdames Chestine Cowan, Vera new members, Mrs. V el ma
Clark, Wilma Campbell, Alic e, Shields, Mrs. Evelyn Chism and
— Use Our Completely —
Hall, Mary Robertson, Bertha 1).1 Mrs. Juanita Daniels.
Dillard, Jesephirie Fields, Vera
Officers named were Mrs. El.AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY SERVICE
We Also Give Quick Service On Cut-Trim esti
Stevenson, and Ruth Crump.
ease Arnold, president; Mrs. Na-;
•••
omi Gray, vice president; Mrs. !
Make Garments at Prices to Your Liking.
NONCHALANT BRIDGE club Maggie Lott, secretary; M r s.
members had a very enjoyable Freddie Gatlin, assistant secremeeting on Tuesday, Feb. 7, de- tars; Mrs. Ruth Boyd, treasurer:
Coll Us Today! Coll 37-5425 or Stop
spite the fact that they were very Mrs. Florence Jarrett, chaplain,
concerned about the illness of and Mrs. Addis Donelson, busi-:
In at 582 Vance Avenue, Memphis
club member Ruby Lumpkin ... limas manager.

Su Amigos
Zetas Observe
Big Week For Zetas To Start Off Hold Meet 36th Founder's Day
On Feb. 19th With Pit blic Program At Tony's

Blue Flamingo
Group Started

ARE YOU WORRIEg ABOUT
A NEW SUIT? BE ISE!

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Mrs. Bridges
Club Hostess

SPECIAL! SPECIAL

Something New!
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

DRY CLEANING AND FINISH WORK

HANDY AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

672 Mississippi Blvd.

Ph. JA. 5-9410

SEE BODDEN & COMPANY, INC. Firsts
W. Can Save You Money on Your
Garments. Suits Personally Designed
and Tailored to Your Individual Taste.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sit

INSTALLATION — Dr. W. W.
Gibson, head of the LeMoyne
college Science department,
addressed the Booker T. Wash.
Ington High School honor so.
tidy last week in the occasion
of its installation of officers

and new members. Society
members standing left to right
are Shirley Price, June Billops, Tri-State Defender Caen.
dar Girl; Shurlean, Charles
Baker, Henry Tanton, Edward
Parker, Leroy Sornmerset,

Miss Taylor To Give
Recital At Mt. Moriah
(See Picture, Page 15)
The Group Captains of Mount
Moriah Baptist Church, Orange
Mound are presenting Miss Ernestine Taylor, soprano, of LeMoyne
College, Sunday, Feb. 26, at 5
p. m. at the Mt. Moriah church,
2634 Carnes avenue.
' Miss Taylor, a junior of LeMoyne college, although a young
soprano, has had extensive voice
training.
I She began her voice training
under Madam Florence Cole Talbert McCleaves. While a senior at
Melrose High School, she won,
through music competition, a six.
hundred dollar scholarship to Spel-

man college. While a student at
Spelman, Miss Taylor studied
voice under the renown Kemper
Herreld and Willis La w r en c e
James. Several music scholarships have been offered Miss Taylor within the last few years.
As a student at Melrose High
school. Miss Taylor was an outstanding performer in the widely acclaimed Melrose Glee Club.
She charmed the Memphis City
school teachers at one of their
general meetings when she sang
in connection with the testamonial given Mrs. Julius Goodman,
who was retiring as a member of
the Board of Education of t h e
Memphis City schools.
Miss Taylor sang with the Spelman Glee club, the Atlanta university, Morehouse, Spelman chorus, was a soloist in the National
Baptist convention chorus, and at
present is singing with the LeMoyne College Glee club under
the direction of Prof. John Whittaker.

Marvin Plunkett, Agritta
Whittaker, Katie Robertson,
Chester Cade, Curtis Murphy,
Willie Shotwell, Albert McCulley, George Miller, Zetta Mabin, Clara Averyhart a it d
Louise Bell. Seated, same or-

Blue Notes
Pick Joyner
As President

der are Jeraldine McCray,
Caudia Palmer, Pearl Westbrooks. Ro'lie Pegues, Jean
Lee, Johnny Terry, Darnell
Thomas. Mose Yvonne Brooks,
Fula Redmond, Thelma Townsend and unidentified student.

Third row, left to right are
Maxine Winston. Yong Fong,
unidentified student: Johnnie
Watson, Jaquelyn Sims. Lois
Dean Davis, Naomi McAffee,
Louise Johnson. Frances
Thomas, M axine Stewart.

Dorothy Little, Robert Hall,
society president; Dr. Gibson, Peter Moore, II ar old
Hughes, La Fayette Seymour,
Willie Brown, James Craigen,
unidentified student, Joan Williams and Beverly Turnipseed.

Officers of the society are seen
in photo at right. Front row
left to right arc: Charles Baker, reporter; Miss Maxine
Stewart, recording secretary;
Miss Shirley Brown, corresponding secretary, and Willie

Ftb

11

1

Brown. chaplain. Back row,
same order: Mar% in Plunkett,
sire president; Hebert Hall,
president, and Chester Cade,
treasurer. Mrs. B. M. Williams is society sponsor; Prof.
Blair T. Hunt, school principal. (Hooks Photo.)

Read This; Femmes
Then Show It To Him
By VIRGINIA KACHAN

hate to shop for feminine gifts.
So she talked her bosses into establishing a shop for men only.
Behind the successful man, the Men also need to be reminded of
The elected officers for 1956 for
Blue Notes club, Gentlemen's So- saying goes, there is always a anniversaries, so Mrs. Grimm set
cial group, are being announced woman. Well, an executive says up a personal shopping service.
the same thing is true — in retoday.
verse—about women in business.
The first business meeting for
the year was held at the home of 'In fact," says Edith Grimm,
Samuel L. Jones, 1884 Riverside "the woman who thinks qhe has
reached the top alone
'dime!
blvd.
Somewhere
way f•
the
along
herself.
Purpose of this meeting was the
there
recor
who
man
was
men
a
installing of newly-elected officers
for the year to their assigned po- ognized her abilities and gave her
a push."
sitions.
Mrs, Grimm is one of Chicago's C I
Officers elected were as follows:
LaFayette Joyner, pre s id e n t; most successful career women. As
Thompson Gilliam, vice president; consultant to management of a
Samuel L. Jones, secretary, ad- down town store she is the first
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. — During
visor and reporter; Charlie Jack- woman ever to hold that job in its
4oyal
the early morning hours of Feb.
son, ass't. secretary and secretary 102-year-old history.
She meets regularly with man- 3, fire gutted the Science Buildof social sessions; Gardner Stew&gement
to blend merchandising i ing at Knoxville college, and acart, treaurer; Lucius J. PatterThe Royal 20th Social club met
and sales promotion ideas. The cording to Dr. James A. Colir-,
business
son,
manager and cueet
home of
of 677
Mr. and hirs. Jesston, president of the college, the
iitet the
Clark,
Hastings.
tod
. ian of incoming tickets for sO-, rest of her work boils down to be- structure
is a "total loss."
the
trades
in
jack-of-all
a
g
u"
cial activities; Fletcher A r m-1
hlonday, Jan. 30. Members spent
The building originally constructore
strong,
chairman
of
entertainment
en enjoyable evening and partook
Years ago she realized that men' ed in 1890 as an Industrial Arts
with Albert N. Johnson, jr., as his
of a very tasty menu served by
building was converted to use as
as co-chairman, Norman Abernathe hostess. The business session
a science facility in 1918.
thy, jr., chaplain and James Dayielded many plans which the
Flooding of the basement of the
vis, sergeant at arms.
group expect to carry out this
Science Building during recent
Several other committees and
year. The next meeting will be
heavy rains is thought to have
Howard university, the nation's chairmen will
held at the residence of Mr. and
be named by the
Army Quartermaster Corps gen- fouled the furnace and triggered
largest
pre-dominantly
Negro
inpresident.
Mrs. E. \V. Drake of 691 Ayers.
eral supplies purchasing activities the blaze.
Other members are Messrs.! presently conducted at the ChicaMrs. Alberta Rice is reporter. stitution of higher learning, will
The Knoxville City Fire Departobserve the 89th anniversary of its Robert finery. Herbert
Johnson, go Quartermaster Purchasing Cen- ment answered the alarm and did
founding with Charter Day exer- A. D. Jones and
Joe Willett,
ter will be transferred to the Co- a creditable job in fighting the
cises Friday, March 2.
Faculty members wire sem
lumbus (Ohio) General Depot, ac- fire.
tett to right ere Mrs. Whitey
CONTEST WINNERS — Clan.
Two programs are scheduled at
cording
Mrs. M. B. Ward, J. M. Tay.
Standberry,
grad.
to
Department
seventh
the
the
previously
of
a
made
for
Plans
dine
ed as committee to direct the
the University. At 11 a.m., the
children were Miss L. Hawnew science building a r e being
tor, Claudine Stansberry, E.
Army.
er, won out in the national
annual Charter Day Assembly will
Silmon, and J, F. Yates. (WI.
thorne, Mts. C. V. White, Mrs.
It is expected the transfer will stepped up to replace the loss,
"What Edison Means To Me"
be held in Andrew Rankin Chapel,
be accomplished hr April 15.
M. B. Ward and 0. B. Johnson.
thers l'hoto.)
contest held at Leath school.
Dr. Colston has stated.
and at 8 p.m the annualCharter
The Good Samaritan Club startXECORDS FOR EVERYONE
Day Banquet will be held at Bald304 Poplar at Lattiltnistl•
win Hall. Principal speaker at ed their calendar of events for the
the morning exercises will be Con- year recently with election of offiPhone 5-6340
cers conducted by Mrs. Thelma
, gressman Adam Clayton
Powell Bailey in
a very smooth fashion.
IIIIII•mirmamigamigaminne (D., N. Y.)
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
This very important meeting was
SEAFOODS - STEAKS- CHOPS
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Parker of 1400 Tunica. The
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
hostess served a delicious menu
ORCHESTRA - DANCING NIGHTLY
that really "hit the spot" with
everyone.
Catering To Parties And Clubs
The new officers, who were inANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER
stalled in the meeting held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clardy Ferguson of 1409 Austin by the very
capable Miss E. J. Virse are as
follows: Mrs. E. B. Sawyer, president, Mrs. A. Ferguson, vice pres.oO
•
ident; Mrs, M. Rawlings, secretary; Mrs. S. Friends, assistant
secretary; Mrs. A. Jones, treasurer, Miss M. M. Foote, business
manager, Mrs. L. S. Tatum, critic; Mrs. A. C. Chism, reporter;
Mrs. L. Clark, chairman of Sick
committee; Mrs. H. K. Franklin,
'Work
THE MERRI MAIDS Social
hart, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Mrs. Rosa Ford, Mrs. Elnora
chairman of social committee;
Brans.
Club
Booker
Mrs.
Rushing,
and
Lillie
Mrs.
members
Mr.
Farwell,
pause
long
and Mrs. M. Hawkins, chairman
enough at "Currie's Club TropiT. McChriston, Mr. and Mrs.
comb, and Mrs. Addie Goss.
of investigating committee. M r s.
canna," to have their picture
Charles Jackson. Mr. and Mrs,
Their guests who shared the
M. H. Hassell is founder of the
courtesy were Shedrick StanReggie Blackmont end Mrs.
made during their preNalen.
club,
back, S. L. Luess, Ezra Ford,
and Mrs. Charlie Washington.
tine Dinner Party. Standing
Mrs. E. B. Sawyer was hostess
(31cChriston Photo.)
George Branscomb, F. A. Hid.
left to right are Mrs. Menae
at the meeting held Tuesday. Feb.
Stanback, Mrs. Carine Lucas,
ly. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lock7. Members were pleased to see
her up and doing well after her
Eighth Grade — M. M. Jackson,
recent illness. A delicious salad
teacher. David Leslie Hampton,
plate and dessert was served folBobbie Louise Hall, Delores Bethlowing an interesting business
During last week the mid-term Guy, Frederick Booker. John Law- el. Roosevelt Smith, Wilburn Richmeeting.
! examinations were held at White son, Lula Mae Wright, Charles ards, Edward Louise Kelley,
Chapel school and the following Quinn, Robert Jefferson, Virginia James Shepherds, Elbert Browley
students made the honor roll.
Bailey, Nancy Annette Roach, Pa- and Emma Lee Clark.
These two students have main1-A — Mrs. Sara Snow, teacher tricia Annette Roach and Annie
tained an average of "A" for the
—John Henderson, Effie Alston, Odell Mayes.
semester. Loyes Albert White and
Rozelle Collins, William Fair, Wal- THIRD GRADE
Barbara Brown.
ter Clark, Ernest Edwards a n d
Third Grade — Mrs. Irene CovCharles Milton Young.
ington, teacher, Wanda Mari e i Elected President
1-B — Mrs. Linnie John son. Booker, Bertha Jean Williams, Pa1. PURE AND
teacher, Lena Smith, Linda Kin- tricia Ann Hampton, Lacy Knox,
ST. LOUIS — Mrs. Minnie P.
/ WHOLESONT r.‘
sey, Fred Arthur Knox, Os c ar: Brenda Joyce Wallace, Be ttye l Becton was recently elected presiNature's own Barons
Omeather Jones, Bettye Jean Law- Ruth Sims, Leroy Jefferson, Doris ' dent of the Josephine S. Yatoa
BRIGHT,
2.
EVER-FRES13
rence, Richard Byrd and Joe Wil- L. Lacy, Earl McIntyre, Verlene Speech club at the Pine Street
SPARKLE...
...
ust
A.
Branch
Y.
C.
M.
son.
McIntyre, Samme Phillips, Ernest ;
Apartment Sins
Pastel Colors— 132 Count
Second Grade — Mrs. Mary E. Knox, Jesse B. Morris, Willie Lee
Jones, teacher, Oscar Vann jr., Roach and James E. Mays,
PAIR
3. REFRESHES
Dennie Collins, Gilbert Edwards,
$495
, $2995
Fourth Grade — Mrs. Juanita
SO QUICKLY'....
Rubye Nell McIntyre, Starrie Lee
Shields, teacher, David Duggcr,
AUTOS - FURNITURt
with as few caloriet
Knox, Willie C. Clark, Fredia AnBetty Roach, Nellie B. Riley, Doras hell an average,
EQUIPMENT
New
derson, Mary Bailey, Harvey Lee
is White and Clarence Hawthorne. ,
tr*Pe-fruit.
Feather Pillows
,„,. $1.00
•
: Fifth Grade — Mrs. Nettie ColNew
There is a reason why people
70c
lins Crose, teacher, Verdell CaldPillow Cases .........-.... Pr. /0
well, Carolyn Judy Morris, Flor- like to do business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
ence Marie Mohn, Donnie Marie
White Bed Sheets
courteous treatment and desire
White.
Louise
Mary
Rogers
and
81x99
$1.79
AN Colors isrld C•Ispr
to help you.
Jones.
Ervin
Elbert
Lee
!
—
6-A
Used Sheets
Coestognolioss
Leroy. Kinsey, Leon Henry
•
63x108 — Each
pr.c.d
$1.00
John, Julius Smith jr., Everett
FMINITIIIIE OPT. McIntyre and Willie Clyde Payne.
Poipits, Nows, Locreros.
CorroAsorao Tobin, Ilsts•
6-B — Mr. Ervin Johnson, teachowl foots. eis
FINANCE COMPANY
er, Willie James Lee, Virginia
LAY•olt Pekes Amileble
Russell
Nelson
Harris.
and
152 MADISON AVE.
Write for Catultilve
DOMED UNDID AUTHORITY OR THE COCA-COLA COMPANY w
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS SEVENTH GRADE
PHONE IA 5-7614
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
Seventh Grade — Minor Spen
WASH. 2. D C. •
ATLANTA 3, GA.
- Nom* °WNW
310 PI 3t N!
77 AloberAo St. 3.W
821 S. MAIN at Vance
cer, jr.. Delores Minion, Hattie
PH. JA 6-7058FREE PARKING IN REAR
"Cot•- is atoolirorod trod* prIer.k
•1053 TME COCA-COLA COSEPANI
Byrd Dugger aid Shelton White.

20th Club
Enjoys Meeting

By SAMUEL L. JONES

Blaze At

noxville
o ege

Howard To Mark
89th Anniversary

1

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

(For International News)

Move Army Unit From
Chicago To Columbus

Good Samaritans
Elect Officers

The CLUB EBONY

500 Beale Avenue

JA 5-2873

5o million

times a day
,
at home,.at
or on the way

1

There's nothing like a

Lists Honor Roll Pupils

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
U. S. Army & Navy Merchandise
39 PIECE

81x108 PEPPERELL

SERVEL

Dinnerware

SHEETS

Refrigerators

SET

$495

100,, Wool
ARMY O.D.
BLANKETS
$445

LOANS

Indian
Blankets
$295

TREVE SMITH - INCORPORATED

WAR SURPLUS STORE

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

DIXIE

.....1.6.11111111110111111.

Broadway Is Gnawing At The Bit
Mr. Wonderful' Opening Delayed
Brotherly Love'
City's Demands
For Ducats Cause

Chicago Singer
Captures Coast
By HARRY LEVETTE
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — Following her-debut in local concert
circles in a recital at Bowen Memorial Church last week, M is s
Beverly Wright, is being hailed as
an outstanding new personality in
the musical field.
Like many before her whose artistry had been acclaimed by thousands in the vast audiences of Hollywood Bowl, she has by her devotion and continued study steadily improved since her "discovery."
As one of the original members
of the Pro-Professional Artists
Study Group, in Chicago, she will
be remembered for her many appearances with the group in behalf of the New York City Center
Opera Company in its Chicago production of Aida.
1111111111111111111111111111111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111

By BOB ROY

if both New York and here.
PHILADELPHIA — "Mr. Won- This correspondent, a request
derful," the Broadway promise for for tickets in one hand, all fingers
legit row for 1956, will not hit the crossed on the other, ane pockets
'gay white way'' on March 16 as crammed with expense accounts,
was originally announced, but one , has been here for two days now.
week later, March 22, to be exact. Not even his hopes have been
Culprits in this switch are local fulfilled as this written. And our
request for ducats to the opening
seat buyers.
Original plans called for the lo- is, shall we say, a real nightmare
cal "tryout" opening Feb. 21 and to house's public relations departending trove weeks later. This ment. Therefore, there goes to the
meant Broadway would get the boss, with3it a few moments, a reshow after that. However, it is quest for more money. To purplain now why they are referring chase tickets? Of course not!
to this town as the city of "Bro- That would be absurb. There
therly Love." Only thing, and in aren't tickets to be had for love
this instance, they are loving nor money, despite this being
something that is only a promise. labeled "The City of Brotherly
They've gone wild over "Mr. Won- Love."
derful," even before rehearsals The money is for hiring a body
are completed: And as a result, guard. Some guy a little stronger
the box office _salesmen, fearing than your correspondent, or at
for their lives, have pleaded with least a bit quicker on the "push."
the producers to allow an extra If you wish to know what kinda
week so as to take care of all "push," just get in line and try
those guys and gals seeking tick- for a ticket at the box office.
ets. No one wishes to be hurt, In the meantime, we are worried.
you know, and there is danger be- Just called 60 miles to talk to lithind dem dare requests for tick- tle wife who was left to see a little more of Broadway and see
ets.
In the meantime, words come about tickets for the opening of
from New York that ticket sales- "Mr. Wonderful" there. For first
men at Broadway theatre where time since our marriage I
show opens March 22 are having couldn't hear her. She couldn't
their troubles. Troubles that stem talk. Like thousands of atm' gals
from usual first nighters finding lin the town, she's gnawing at the
all tickets gone. Not only that but bit and downright sore because
the "don't usually make first she won't be able to see the
nighters" have purchased all Broadway opening. You see, oravailable tickets for the next eight ders from the boss: "No expense
weeks. Its proving a field day for j account for Rob Roy after March
ticket brokers and scalpers in 16"

DAKOTA STATON, swingsational chirper goes right along
with her nightly chores at Chicago's "Birdland" while tale
of two cities (battle between

New York and Windy City over
' rights to name) goes on. New
York's Birdland sends its
' "packaged stars" into Chica.
' go's Opera house Saturday.

Airlines Honor
Grans And JATP
NEW YORK — (ANP) — In
honor of Norman Granz' "Jazz
at the Philharmonic" troupe,
SAS Airlines will feature a special flight Feb. 15, which will
take the jazz musicians nonstop to Oslo, Norway, where
they will play the first concert
of their three month tour.
Artists making the 1956 tour
are Ella Fitzgerald, Illinois
Jacquet, Dizzy Gillespie, Oscar
Peterson, Gene Krupa, Flip
Phillips, Roy Eldridge, Ray
Brown, Herb Ellis and Don
Abney.

AMONG THE ARTIST who
had a little more than their
advertised talents to sell back
in the old days was the team
of Al and Theda (Al Moore

and Theda fleas) earliest of
' the adagio dancers. They were
' also the best dressed team on
the American stage. Among
' their selling points was fact

BENNY FRANKLIN of Cleve- because: — THE POLICE warned
land, in town for a brief visit with the hosts that no card playing
THAT CUTE THING (thrice-wed) would be allowed. — MINNIE LOU
on 64th st. left a little ahead of DAVIS, the Champlain widow, is
schedule. — REASON, HIS OWN denying any plans to wed a cerwife, an Ohio money-gal, got wind tain New York playboy as has
of his reason for coming here and been rumored. — ELLIOTT ROLfollowed. — NEIGHBORS OF that LINS is a good Catholic and work"fighting" professional pair (Hyde ing at it. — "PLEASE, NOSEY,a.
Park blvd.) say they really went asks mail bag: "Tell that °Mir
to town Saturday night past. — attendant on Michigan and north
AND, ONE LADY says: "The wife of 48th at. to be careful how she
had a real black eye to prove it." discusses her boss' wife w it h
that Theda changed costumes 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111 — AND SPEAKING of fights and -friends". — SOME OF T H E
troubles there WILL NOT BE a "friends" are talking — to wifey
every show during night club
divorce in that other professional it seems." — AND SPEAKING OF
engagements that sometimes
setup because BOTH PHYSICIANS nurses the one who told hubby
ran six months.
AND lawyer says wife can pre- there was a special meeting at a
vent hubby's getting release.
certain place 'tother night was
SIDNEY CARSON of Morgan "pulling hubby's leg", so to
— THERE WAS A meetPark left by plane for Mexico speak.
,
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — John
Sunday saying he'll be gone for mg but only one other person —
(Skipper) Mills, whose bass voice
an unmarried male — was the
added harmony to famous Mills several weeks for his health's person. — HAD HUBBY
CARED
sake.
NOSEY
—
KNOWS,
howBrothers singing unit for 20 years,
to stay awake he might have seen
ever,
that
real
reason
for
his
abhas retired at 74.
the other person drive his wife
Skipper joined the quartet in sence from town is the plea of A home. — THAT BRUNCH
TOSSCALIFORN
IA,
not
Mexican
widow
1936, following the death of his elED by Mozell Pierce in her Drexthat
he
remain
out
west.
—
PAdest son, John Mills, jr. He made
el apartment was the tops, gang
five European tours since then TRONS OF THAT downtown park- is saying. —
JOHN W. ADAMS
ing
lot
who
witnessed
a
lady
diswith his sons.
now stationed in Hawaii sends a
miss
one
fellow
and
bring
another
According to reports, a leg ailhello to all his pals — through
ment is the reason Skipper de- south may not know what happen- Nosey.
cided to retire. He is reportedly ed. — HERE 'TIS; lady saw her
hubby approaching before the atunder doctor's orders to rest.
tendant arrived with car and rushed first guy to parts known only
to him. — WHEW! A CLOSE
shave. — THE BENNY GOODMAN story pix at Chicago was a
JACKSON, Miss. — The two maI L 0 S ANGELES—(ANP)—"Ar- joke compared to the one a eel-, chaic Ritual," a composition by taM lady told her hubby about jor musical organizations at Jackson College recently began filling
'William Grant Still, brilliant 'Ne- attending one of the showings.
a series of engagements that will
gro composer-conductor, was fea- SIIE ACTUALLY went to a southcarry them l'ntb several major
tured at a concert by the Los east-side hotel where transomed
Mississippi cities. Both organizaAngeles %Community Symphony or- her boy friend of months and
tions appeared at GgeenvWe, Mischestra last Sunday highlighting months duration.
sissippi. The Jackson College
,Negro History .Weekobservance. ATTENTION THE
G ANC: Band, directed by William W. DaThe concertr sponsored by the There will not be a chitterling sup- vis and Miss Dollye
Robinson, apSouthland Jewish organization. :per at that DREXEL AVE., home peared at the Sacred
Heart School.

Albums? They Have Their
Places, Top Orksters Say
They're Dessert Of The
Trade Name Bands Find

by OLE

Mills Boys' Dad
Retires From '4'
On Medic Orders

Symphony Features
William Grant Still

Jackson Coeds
On Miss. Tour

Band leaders and vocalists like ; This was especially true in the
albums to have and to hold and • cases of Duke Ellington and Billy
like making 'em, too, but only oc- Eckstine. Both just recently left
casionally. They, in most cases, labels to latch on to Capitol and
but they decry thought of being RCA - Victor, respectively, because, they say, of this handicap.
so dieatured regularly.
"Main reason," says one leader, Duke, of course, has done an al"record houses will hold back a bum for his new house, but this
number until something equally I is one of his old tunes. They were
as good comes along before not shelved because all had been
they'll permit you to record it. disced already. Difference the alIn this case you are limited to a burned tunes offer a little differcertain number of disc dates a ent twist, modernized, so to speak. THE DUKE of
Ellington liket
Incidentally, the top selling arseason. Worse yet, time may run
albums "but," says the Duke,
tists
with
Capitol
right
out," he points out. Some other
now are one cannot hold back a hit
artist may come _alongl and disc Nat 'King" Cole (1st) and Elling- tune until something else
J. J. JOHNSON, right, and Ical
co-star with Mat Dennis, fam- the tune before you have a chance ton not far behind. Cole, long an
comes along before recording
Winding, famed trombone duet
at it." The album is like a desert ace with Capitol has surpassed all It. "Can't beat the individual
ed pianist who moves in when
on bill at Blue Note cafe in
for after meals. They can spoil other artists appearing on the la- outlets," be says.
Erroll Garner departs.
the loop starting Feb. 15. They
bel. Johnny Mercer used to be
on you if delayed too long."
number one. That was some time One by Nat "King" Cole,
the othbetter than the former champion '
ago, but Johnny has been some- or an
Ellington release, both by
1 that he is no Bill Robinson. Nor
what inactive in the recording
for that matter are a lot of other
fieldof his noises Capitol. They are the most enter.
taming albums since the appearguys who make their living danc
have been from others using his
ance of Erroll Garner's "Garner As
ing. Difference? They attempt the
tunes. ('ole, on the other hand, has
Goes Mambo" or something like
impossible to the chagrin of the
been going for himself.
that
audiences.
•
This bit of spieling is not on beBy ROB ROY
fore it appears publicly) vaudehalf of any particular disc or laville stint featuring Joe Louis and
The automotive industry is the
NEW YORK — That 'knock me
One of the fellows who knew bel. However, it does recommend largest consumer of
Leonard
Reed is coming back.
•
nickel for down but I'll get up pronto' (there
the purchase of a pair albums. plating purposes.
Darned act, a hit or not enterWell the value of mugging and inI
go
ouis
again
reviewing
an act be- tainment wise, proved
Jordan
Lone
Male
most potent
dividuality was the late Bill "80.
at box offices last season. It has
jangles' Robinson. Bill accepted
then, as now, or in the future,
Leonard in the role of comedian
a backseat from no dancer. He
and Joseph, the ex-bomber Louis
Whatever happened to the guys is until his chance came in "Por- was the best at buck and wing
as straight man. There were a few
and gals who glittered brightly gy And Beess." What a "Sport- (taps) but his vocals and brain
happy moments for patrons who
through thee uniqueness of their ing Lite" the guy turned out to did not agree with the practical
saw the act, when it yeas with us
performance as well as by ex• be. In the long list of gentlemen . facts. For that reason Bill brought
here and on the road last season.
erting vocal chords or 4ancing
into
his
performanc
es mans'
ho appeared in the role most
There will be some more when it
feet? They are a rarity now.
el.eryone agreed Calloway was the unique vocal ycleps that matched
arrives in 1956. Leonard is a good
Cab Callow-ay with his hi-de-ho- top.
his dancing fame. His "copacetic'
comic:: knows how to see what
ing; Louis Jordan uith his blab.
and other words are classics.
and picks up a rambling partner
biah and sax, a-sax. sax-sax:
when necessary. But Joe Louis
On the female side there have
Lucky Millinder going through all
won't ramble. He is too good a stubeen several who employed aids
dent at doing what he is supposed
the things that made the late
to their vocal chores at a profit
to learn and know for that.
Douglas Fairbanks. Sr.. famons.
Alma Smith, with shapely legs.
When Joe is supposed, to talk
and the like, to name a few. Of
fine brown frame and talents for
and feels he shouldn't he resorts
this group only Louis Jordan rewise cracking used 'em all while
to his and the late President Calmains as is or was. Many pee,ons
dishing out tunes, and to good ad- .
vin Coolidge's old trick of saying
attend a Louis Jordan dance or
vantage. Alice Whitman, also of
as little as possible. That is why
concert because they appreciate
the shapely "gams" crop was
he IS always intereiting. He can
his music: others prefer him bequite a tap dancer. However, she
say less more smoothly than Ralph
cause he's so terrific on his sax.
knew how to sit sexily and flirt
Bunche and attract as much atsax blasting. And there are others ,
with a Mae West "come up and
tention as the guy who spiels and
who admire the guy for his courspiels. He can give out with "that's
see inc sometimes" departure
age. That would be courage to '
right"; "Not me," and a few more
She employed all these to make
work so hard and for such long
such answers to a comedians
the additional trick of showing her I
question than any person of this SUGAR RAY Robinson had
continued hours.
limbs above the ''gams" stoppin'.'
corner's Acquaintance and get just
shot at show business and did
For many years now this corpoint to add to her performance
bout as big a laugh. And t h e
well enough to tour two conner has been aware of the Cab
Ella Fitzgerald, one of the gre.it
former champ realizes this. He
tinents with success. Here he
Calloway potential as a straight!
singers of our time, has taken to
also keeps himself posted on
is shown with one of the show.
vocalist. Cab knew his own tatthe
mimic and does splendidly apthings he cannot do. That is why
girls In the New York Latin
ents, too. Rut the fact that he kept
ing such artists as "Satchmo''
he is bound to please on this
Quarter that offered his debut.
sec'em in the aisles with hl-de-hoing, PEARL RAILET of "Itonse of Armstrong and
ond time around the theatre
a few others. And
Flom crs" and "Carmen Jones"
cirgave him little chance to develop
cuits as was his luck the first
fame is quite adept at singing there la Pearl Bailey who can do
Almost 80 percent of the poP1
LIGHTS OUT—E%eryone gets
at supper party at Danny's
the straight singing that was his
ness.
From
time.
left: Rocky GraziLast time he was supposed lation
but always adds that some- a lot of things. She includes p's nty
in the act as Martha Raye
of Mindanao. next In size
Hide-A-Bay in New York.
posseaslon. in fart ft is SA* to say
ano; Jayne Mansfield; Miss to dance. Ile did dance and to
thing that makes her appear- in her act when expected to sing (2nd from
Luton among the Philippine Isright) ruts cake and
Party honored Martha on her
few realize how talented "Cabby"
R
aye
and
crooner
quite
well.
Johnny
Only
his steps were of land chain, are
ances an additional audio,
only.
friends help blow out candles
of the Moslem
30th anniversary in show busiRay.
the comic. variety, No one knew i faith. - •
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Joe Louis Plans Return To Stage;
First Trip Was Boxoffice Success,

Mimics? Not Exactly—They Are
Great Artists With Unique Aids

L
Leonard Reed Chosen
support For Act

L
To Keep What'Made'Him

Pi

Team Disbands; Protests Bias
Tan Players
In Tourney
Cause Ban

Boxing Board To Probe
Verdict Ag ainst 'Keed

LIBERTY, Okla, — (INS) —
LONDON ,England — Did GaviMembers of the Liberty High
lan, former world welterweight
school girls' basketball team have
champion, get what amounted to
voted to disband because they
a raw deal in a fight with British
were not permitted to play in a
boxer Peter Waterman, here last
tournament in which Negro teams
week?
were to participate.
The referee, Ben Green, awardSix members of the boys' team
ed the decision to Waterman desturned in their uniforms for the
pite the fact that Gavilan cut Pesame reason but were later perter's face ".. .to a crimson mask
suaded to finish out their regular
easy
dhad
such
an
time
an
season schedule.
of it, that he did setting up exDULED AGAINST PLAY
ercises in his corner between
Mrs. N. S. Hildebrand, coach
rounds.
of
the girls team, said the action
BOARD ORDERS PROBE
was taken after the school board
The British audience strongly
ruled against letting either team
thought Gavilan won and staged
play in the tournament.
a noisy demonstration to protest
She said neither team would
the decision. The crowd booed and
have met the Negro teams since
jeered for 10 minutes, and pieces
they were in different brackets.
of fruits were flung into the ring.
SCHOOLS STILL SEGREATED
the British Boxing Board has
Mrs. Hildebrand said the whole
ordered a full-scale investigation
community
is 'in a turmoil over
NEW YORK. DUKE MIRThere has been strong specu•
Board
will
decision.
The
into the
the racial question." The area
ROBS BUMS DILEMMA —
lation that the Bums may
hold a hearing Feb. 22.
has a litre gNegro population with
WHICH WAY. Duke Snider, the
move bag and baggage across
Yamil Chase, the "Keed's" manschools still segregated.
royal slugger of Elatbush, mirthe river. This photo was taken
ager, became so itiTiiriated when
CRACK SHOT—J. Gilbert RI.
One of the girls on her team, ruN the current dilemma
at the Waldorf-Astoria where
the referee held up Waterman's
Icy, freshman forward, is one the coach reported, said her parof the Dodgers with a 2-peakthe Duke of Swat received the
hand declaring him the winner.
of the top shots for the North
ents refused to let her play in
ed cap, one side of which has
Sid Mercer award as "Player
that he had to be restrained by
Carolina State college Eagles. any tournament which included
o f the Year" at the New
"J. C." for Jersey City, and
stewards.
In addition, Riley is among the
Negro teams. The other parents! the other a "B" for Brooklyn,
York Baseball Writers associa•
Gavilan took the decision calm213 honor students at the Due- did not mind so long as the girls
present home of the club.
Hon. (INP)
ly. 'It's all in the fight game," he
ham, N. C. institution.
did not oppose the Negro teams.
said, "But I must say I was the
most surprised man in the arena
when the referee held up Waterman's hand. I thought I had won
the fight comfortably."
In England, the referee is the
, sole arbiter and his scoring is not
revealed.
BURSTON LASHES DECISION
Nevertheless, that didn't stop
Lew Burston, International Boxing
club representative, from voicing
"SWEET" Charlie Brown
a strong protest.
(above) and Paxton Lumpkin,
"It the British Boxing Board of
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A fast Eight centers open their Golden
The Big Ten scoring race settled sharpshooting.
former DuSable high basketControl doesn't do something about breaking Wiston-Salem
Teachers Gloves tournaments this week and down to a two-man affair this Don Schlundt, former Indian*
Amerno
decision,
this outrageous
ball star. u failed at Indiana
college quint turned on the heat 14 will crown their champions, who week at Ohio State's Robin Free- center, set the Big Ten scoring
ican fighters will come to England in the
after mid-term examinations,
last half to defeat the A&T will participate in the 29th annual man and Julius. McCoy of Michi- record of 27.1 points a game in
in the future."
college Aggies by a lop-sided, 71- Tournament of champions in Cle- gan State continued their brilliant 1954. Freeman and McCoy, howeill enroll at Bradley universi.
The unpopular decision helped
53 score Monday night at the local (-ago stadium, Feb. 27, 28 and 29.
ever, may shatter that mark if
ty in Peoria, Ill., this week.
Waterman to maintain an unbrokThe scene in ('hicago shifts to the
they keep up their present pace.
en string of 31 wins in 32 profes- Charles Moore gymnasium.
Neither will be on a scholarAfter pulling away to a six-point north side this week. The south
The latest Western conference
sional fights. He has been held to
ship, according to university
side
Chicago champions were
lead in the first five minutes of
statistics released by the Service
, a draw once.
authorities.
play, the Aggies were overhauled crowned last Wednesday.
bureau in Chicago show that the
just before the intermission as the Opening their qieets this week
Ohio State senior guard has scorare:
Minneapolis Tribune and Star,
Teachers went ahead 35-29.
ed 240 points in seven games for
The locals reduced deficit to a Siox City Journal and Journal
a 34.1 per game average. McCoy,
bare three-points at 35-32, but from Tribune, Des Moines, Ia., Station
who joined Freeman this week si
then on it was just about all Wins- WSPO Toledo, Fort Worth Star
the only other player in confer.
tonSalem. The winners bucketed Telegram, Peoria Journal-Transence history to score 40 points or
nine straight field goals and a mipt, Tulsa World and Wichita,
better in successive games, has
foul shot while the Aggies were Kan.
netted 211 points for seven conbeing held to four measley points, Selecting their Chicago representests — or 30.1 points per game.
leading at 54-40 with nine minutes tatives will be: Billings, Mont.,
Although the 5-foot, 10-inch Free.
to go. Fro mthen on it was shot Gazette, Cedar Rapids Tribune,
man is taking more shots than
for shot.
Des Moines, Is., Detroit, Michigan
any other conference player, his
The real difference between the Catholic. Rocford Morning Star,
has been hitting on 45 per cent of
(INS)—Ralph
WASHINGTON
—
' BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — The
two teams was the accurate shoot- St. Louis Globe Democrat, Sioux
his field goal attempts. From the
"Tiger"
Jones,
157,
Yonkers,
N.
Y.
hopes of ldt Campbell of repreing of Jack Defares and the fine City Journal and Journal Tribune,
15-foot line, Freeman has been
kayoed
Tony
Wednesday
night
•
senting the U. S. in the Olympic
of Wilford John, both Los Angeles Times, Station WINN
averaging 10 points a game or
Baldoni, 160, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., floor work
games in Melbourne, Australia this
Winston-Salem who had the Ag-!Louisville, Marshfield, Wis., Omaof
84 per cent of his free throw at.
in
the
sixth
round
of
a
scheduled
year were jolted but definitely not
for most of the eve- ha World Herald, Terre Haute Tritempts. McCoy also boasts an int•
10-round, nationally-televised bout. gies stymied
shattered when he was recently
ning.
pressive average from the field,
bune Star and Wichita, Kan.
conqueror of
Jones, onetime
Taylor,
Nat
CHAMPS
PILOTS
ruled ineligible for sports at InDefares was high scorer with
42
per cent.
Despite
inclement
weather
Chimiddleweight
champion
Ray
RobState
Maryland
coach of the
diana university because of poor
who has averaged 23' cago's South Side championships
Wally Choice, senior forward of
inson, dropped Baldoni for a nine 25points
to
seems
have
Hawks,
grades.
college
Joe
season.
all
game
drew cpacity crowds all three
count near the end of the fifth points per
the ('IAA visitation title safe- Indiana, is the leading sharpshootM ilt, National Collegiate AthletHowell ,led the Aggies with 10- nights. Virel Marcy, defending
over
the
clincher
at
2:30
and
put
ic association and amateur athly tucked away, and his league er in the Big Ten, having sunk
.
points.
.
city welterweight, retained his
of the next round with a flurry to
leading team is likely to be the 55 per cent of his field goal atlete union hurdles champion, last
south section title. Marcy reprethe head.
week enlisted in the Navy for a
top-seeded team in the CIAA's tempts. Choice's 34 points against
sents the Gary Catholic Youth OrBaldoni, winner of 15 consecutive
11th annual tournament, to be Illinois last Monday night moved
two-year tour of active duty. He
ganization.
fights, was game and aggressive,
tilled out applications and took explayed in the gymnasium of him into seventh place in the scot%
ing race ahead of Paul Judson of
but lacked experience to cope with
aminations through the navy
North Carolina State college in the Illini who vaulted into the top
the rugged Tiger's style.
reserve for electronics battalions
Founder's Day Speaker
Durham, N. C.
10 for the first time.
Up to the sixth round, Referee I
9-1 of Bloomington, He plans to
ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. Asa C.
Eddie
Julian
1
Lafond
Judge
and
use the navy as a springboard to
Yancey, chief of surgical service
Whitestone had it 45-43 and 47-43,
the Olympics.
at the veterans Administration
respectively, for Jones, while
The National Boxing association Hospital in Tuskegee, Ala., will
Campbell reported to the Navy
Judge Joe Bunsa scored it 47 all. reported in Chicago last week that
recruting station in Indianapolis
bt the principal speaker at the
Charles Johnson, manager of light exercises commemorating the 39th
Monday to complete a physical TOM BAIRD of Kansas City,!players wanted to see or help Nehi
e
examination. Following this he was Kansas, and owner of the famous !gro baseball survive. But when fans want to see baseball. Not heavyweight champion Arc
anniversary of Morehouse Colsuspended in
sent to Great Lakes Naval Train- Kansas City Monarchs, hasn't , they went to the president of the white baseball, not Negro baseball. Moore, has been
lege, February 17.
he
However,
t
Ohio.
Cleveland,
to see the great Ameri. 1
ing station for nine weeks of basic much time left to make up his ' league to ask for a page ad cost- They
out that
training.
mind "if and when" he will an- ing $20 in their program, these can game played by Americans, NBA's bulletin pointed
to Guides Institute
restricted
was
suspension
the
regardless
of
race, creed or color.
In the Navy. Campbell's chances flounce his intention of remaining same men were given a half page
Cleveland.
TALLAHASSEE — M. Lucia
Former heavyweight boxing matches, Louis said his step-broth.
Baird seems to be caught in a
of getting in the Olympics will lie in Negro baseball. Tom is the costing only $10.
Johnson was suspended along James, assistant professor of li- 'champion Joe Louis said he plans er, Pat Brooks, will manage the
make
an
vice.
Most
likely
will
he
in a naval program of screening only owner left who was "in" at
MAYBE THAT's gratitude but
fight
Daly, prominent
brary service at Florida A and M to open a gymnasium bearing his gymnasium Whighis to open is
Olympic candidates, which will the beginning of the old Negro the old players didn't think so. announcement soon. We can about with Bill
and trainer. Both were
about a month.
permit him to apply for assign- National league, founded in 1920 Back to Jim Green, who once own- 'guest what it will be. Negro base- manager effective Jan. 28, 1956. University, recently conducted a name on Chicago's Southside.
suspended
leadership
training
institute
in
Brooks, now irtbtfloyed as
Before
departing
for
Detroit
one
,
proposition
if
league
ball—as
a
'Kansas
City, 51o., with the ed the Chicago Giants. "There are
ment to a station where he will in
The suspensions were based on New Orleans, La.
where he will referee wrestling member of the Internationil Boxbe able to train and receive late Andrew "Rube" Foster as many who would, under other man- could call it that—is deader than
States
the indictment by a United
ing club office staff, said plans
coaching aid toward winning a president. J. L. Wilkerson, who agement, like to see the league a door nail. The club owners, who
jury of the two managers
grand
call for promotion of amateur and
scouts
league
attracted
the
major
owned
the
Monarchs
at that time, continue if for no other reason
place on the U. S. team,
of violation of the Sherprofessional fights at the gymnasis out of baseball because of fail- than it could be training opportuni- as well as daily paper sport writ- on charges Trust Act. The NBA
Said Campbell:
man Anti
ium. The pro fights, he said, will
50,000
with
a
back
in
the
1940s
ers
eyesight:
"Wilkie"
sold
his
ties
for
the
young
Negro
player.
remain
''l have throught a lot about it ing
be between young men just start.
said the suspensions will
But that is out since minor league Sunday crowd at Chicago's Co- in effect pending court action.
and decided this was the best way 1 interest to Baird.
ing
out in the money ranks.
capitalize
park,
failed
to
for me to fulfill my hopes of mak- ' Baird recently sold 12 players clubs have thrown their doors miskey
they
got
Instead,
to
success.
major
league
their
alone
on
clubs.
That
open.
It
isn't
the
question
of
ing the Olympic team again, while
is the "handwriting on the wall." 'what's his color.' It now is 'can cheaper and cheaper. Ball players
at the same time completing my Only
grumbled. A strike was threatenother man to wreck his club, he deliver'."
service requirements.
TEE SHOT
...
more than once, and rebuild it into
by the East's players one year. s
ed
Jackie Robinson and about 39
"After service I'm going to reTHE GREAT EVENT went down
top team was Foster. He "clean- others have gone to organized
turn to Indiana (university), work
ed house," sending his stars, tn- baseball from the Monarchs. Ern- —and down—and down. The pub.
off my ineligibility, complete the
President Eisenhower received a golf course is operated by the city
never knew what money was w:41. D
competition I have left, and get eluding the late Bruce Petway, ie Banks, Cubs' shortstop, is an- lie
golf bag last week from a couple .. .will be made in the State Su1111
how much each player
in
taken
catcher,
to
Tenny
Blount's
Detroit
'
other fine example. Tom never got —
my degree."
club got—in fact nothing
BATON ROUGE, Lo. — South- in Flint, Mich. . .The donors are preme Court. . in 1951 a group
Besides excelling on the track,'Stars. When he needed a club In one dime from Branch Rickey, sr., and each
exaggerated attendance fig- ern university Jaguar Cats con- Mr. and Mrs. Pies R. Swan. . . of Negro golfers attempted to play
an
Toledo,
but
he
not
only
backed
it
with
who reached down and "took"
Campbell also starred as halfback
NASHVILLE. Term. — Freddie
and a "you go to h .." look. cluded their most disastrous week The bag is made of natural tan on the course. . .but were barred Work,
on the university's football team. players from his own team, the Robinson, and Baird was "hog ured
Fisk university's all con.
.
designed
in
the
.The
original
owners
of
the
was
leather.
.
.and
claim
defeating
those
who
there
are
by
American Giants of Chicago, but tied" because he either would In fact
of the current season
ference
pivot man, poured in 21
monument
property
had
stipulated
in
the
Washington
the
of
financed it. The same is true about swallow Rickey's move or fight the East vs West game went down Prairie View, 78-71, after losing form
I
points to lead the Bulldogs to their
the team in Columbus, Ohio, and it in court, since he had telegrams because .I. B. Martin, president, the first of the two-game series, . .".and has a hand-tooled likeness deed that the property revert to 13th win in 17 tilts as
they edged
of the historic landmark on it. .. them if the park in which the golf
73-63.
Milwaukee, Wisc., in those early to and from Robinson, and would was a Republican politician:
Xavier university, 73-72, Monday
Politics and business don't mix—
Cats, who were eyeing the The bag was given to Secretary course is located.. .is used by Ne- night with
The
days.
have been accused of trying to
a 40 point second half
dropped two- -of Labor James P. Mitchell at a groes. . .The lower court ruled in
JOE GREEN, still very active keep a Negro player out of big politics and baseball won't. Too Southwest title,
outburts.
delivered
be
dinner
in
Hint.
.
.
to
favor
of
the
city.
.
.and
the
ruling
after
Texas
door
barn
once-beaten
close
the
late to
straight to the
for his age, whispered to us at the time baseball.
The Nashville quintet, trailing
to the president. . .who sent a was later upheld by the State Suthe horse has run away. Negro Southern five.
Old Ball Players club's cabaret
OUR THOUGHT is that Negro league baseball is "long gone." It
letter of thanks to the Swans, .. preme Court. . .Now the Negro most of the game and behind 44Prairwith
game
opening
the
In
party at which mrs. Sarah Foster, baseball, as a league, is gone with
Mr. Swan, who was born in Lex- golfers have petitioned the U. S. 43 at intermission, rallied behind
widow of the greatest pitcher we the wind. With only a few excep- is about like Joe Green opined. ie View. Southern, playing without
Miss., has served as a cot- Supreme Court ro review the case Work and guard Ben Jobe to overington,
sevmissed
died."
BOSTON — Wallace "B ii d" 1 ever had, was presented with a
"It died when Rube Foster
Voris Peters who had
tions, Negro players are on the
was not sharp afield ton sampler, bus boy, chef, chauf- . • .Dayton, Ohio will be flooded take the Gold Rush from New Or.
Smith, lightweight champion will $100 bond, that
games,
eral
"Negro baseball teams in Texas, Florida and many
' with golfers on Feb. 26-27. . . leans in the last three minutes of
meet former welterweight cham- died when Foster died."
and was unable to control either feur and butler.
when the National United Golfers play. Xavier was not to be counts
other southern states, all over the
attempt
to
break
reverter
A
legal
pion Tony DeMarco here March 5
backboard.
We'd been thinking that fon
north. Of course, no one expected
in the postponement of a fight
Ludd, Prairie View's clauses in deeds donating the prop- association convention convenes ed out however, and the Bulldogs
Clarence
long while.You can't take a league them on any team in Mississippi.
had to fight off a last minute
rangy senter, provided the margin erty on which a Charlotte, N. C. there.
originally scheduled Feb. 7.
and make it go with men who know Baird's only solution now is, if
surge
to vanquish the visitors.
as
he
Lucy
Laney
in
the
teams
AUGUSTA,
Ga.
—
difference
DeMarco withdrew from the bout nothing about
of
baseball at the head.
Fisk, winner of the first eight
because of a virus attack. His sub- The Negro National League folded. he continues in baseball, is to barn- defeated Howard High of Atlan- collected 22 points.
storm. The Clowns did it last year. ta, Ga., 57-53, after the visiting
In the last game the Cats, unThis column received a card in the Virgin Islands. ..Lucky guy. games before losing is listed
stitute, Larry Boardman, scored The Negro America league is
now It is a waste of time and money Atlanta girls dropped the Wildcat daunted by the three losses and
Also had a card from Elliott among the leaders in the SIAC as
from Al Dunlap. . .posted in the
an upset decision over Smith.
about on the rocks.
to play in Martin's park in Mem- lassies, 41-38, at Laney gym Thurs- the fact that Prairie View was Virgin Islands. , .where he and Rouse. . .member of Chicago's the current 13-3 slate would indiThe Starch 5 bout will be neither
The club members sold $1,100 phis. Park is too small—the at- day night.
leading the league without a de- Sirs. Dunlap are vacationing. . . Windy City Golf club. . .who is -en- I cate'
worth of tickets to the so-called tendance poor. Kansas City hiked
televised nor broadcast,
Lattimore Stokes, 16, and Jessie feat, outscored and outplayed the The couple will go from there to joying the sunshine in Jamaica... The Bulldogs have been paced
East vs West game in 1955, despite the park's rental fee and tacked Woodward, 14, led Laney's scor- Panthers and held on to a fad- South America . . .and then on Rouse has finished his home in by their two all-SIAC stars, Work
is The farm population of the U.S. the fact that there were only the on so many other Items ef expense ers.
ing hope to play in the Maia re- through Central America to ',Mexi- Kingston. .and will probably re- and Jobe.
decreased from about 32 million Kansas City Monarchs, Detroit, that Baird was forcea tout. Looked
Betty Williams. 15, was Laney's gional playoffs next morith-.
co. • ."I'll see you in the isrieg," maAn in Jamaica until the sun
Xavier was lead offensively by
in 1900 to only about 28 million in Memphis Red Sox and Birming- like they did it on purpose.
point leader. Barbara Kemp, 16, Robert Gray scored 113'.44inf4th writes
. .He was able to play 1)44t.jlne on both sides of forward William Goldsmith's ;:t
ham in the league. The old time And biggest item of all is: Negro was Howard's high scorer.
1440.
pace the Cats.
Some golf with Judge Fred Moore the streeflitit Chicago.
markers.
0.11W

Aggies Fall Eight Cities JuliusMcCoyAnd
To Teachers Open Gloves Freeman In Fight
Tourneys For Big Ten Lead
71 To 53

•

Milt Campbell Joins
Navy

Tiger Jones
KOs Baldoni
In The 6th

SPORTS

Johnson
Suspended By
Boxing Body

"Long Gone" ,

•

Bomber To Open
Chi Gymnasium

DOWN

Southern 5
phis Two
r •

THE FAIRWAY
Give Ike Golf Bag

V.

V

•
Smith And
DeMarco Go
On March 5

Lucy Laney Whips
H
oward Of Atlanta

Cards From Warmer Climate

Bulldogs Nip
Xavier With
Late Rally
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Sat., Feb. 18, 1956

Hamilton Wildcats Nip!
Douglass Red Devils StOrk Stops

By ALEXANDER DELOUCH, Jr. 29-20. So the Red Devils were in
The Hamilton Wildcats made trouble once more, and they knew
By RUBYE F. TURNER
things even better by taking a it. Unexpectedly, Thomas McDonthree minute overtime to defeat ald, the Red Devil's center, dropChurch
Christ
of
principal
the Douglass Redd Devils, 59-56 ped in seven points and the half
ner,
anI IL there Time again for
the
ended, the Red Devils trailing the
highlighted
school,
Hunt gym.
Episcopal
bther visit and an informal chat.
delicious spaghetti reIf you were there, at Blair T. Wildcats, 29-27. In the third perA
meeting.
and
come
have
rains
Although the
Hunt Gym, I am sure you pulled iod the Wildcats effective scorer.
was served. Only eleventh
the farmer is proud, our spirits past pupils are eligible for memChandler, Bolden and Jones were
your hats off to both teams.
grade
Williams A. and Cornelia
we
are somewhat dampened. Yet,
Born At John Gastoa Hospftal: A daughter, to West and Mary ter, to
Any time a basketball game ends under heavy guard and each of
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March 13. in London.
liams, of 898 N. Claybrook.
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end of the year for the grand Jackson. She reports a most enprize. An invited guest at the meet- jovable time and brought back
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JAMES DEAN is caught in a teenage war in "Rebel Without A Cause," Warner Bros.' challenging drama of today's
teenage violence, opening Sunday at the NEW DAISY
Theater for a 3-Day run.
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BTW Warriors Trounce
• St. Augu
stine, 101-57

,
011,"v %t

By ALEXANDER DELOACH JR. The clock was
showing only a
Washington
Warriors few seconds left to play and the
trounced the St. Augustine Thund- Warriors led 99-57. The Warriors'
erbolts, last Thursday night, 101- fans wanted their team to make
57 at Blair T. Hunt Gym before the Thunderbolts be a 100-point
a crowd of 400 fans.
victim, and they did. John Gray
making three shots count. The made that possible, pushing a shot
• The Warriors got off to a fast in the basket as the buzzer
start, striking like a tiger, and sounded ending the game.
Warriors' center John Gray was STILL UNBEATE
at his very best, for he took the
Booker T. Washington Warriors
Thunderbolts rebounds, dribbling remained unbeaten in the Prep
the ball dow nthe court, faking the League, defeated the Manassas
Thunderbolts out of their positions, Tigers, 59-54 at the Manassas
and went to work on that basket. Gym.
The same night the Tigers got to
The clock showed only three minutes in the first period left, and a fast start in the first period.
the Warriors ace, Gray had put The Tigers' effective scorer Jimmy Bullock had pushed in 8 points
up 8 points.
The Thunderbolts couldn't seem and his teammate Marvin Doggett
to get together, although the Thun- couldn't be stopped even under
derbolt's center, Carl Jones and guard. At the start of the second
guard Willie Denton, tried every period, the Tigers led 16-9. Booker
thing they knew how to fool the T. Washjngton led at half time
Warriors, in making, a good shot 29-22.
A CERTIFICATE of AchieveThe game was turned into a
under the basket. But the Warment for twelve years of faithriors, defense was too heavily see-saw battle, until the final perful service at the Army's Memiod
the
Warriors
were
guarded. The Warriors led at the
at their
phis General Depot was prevery best and started a march of
end of the first period, 24-9.
sented to Berry Jones of 306
teir
own. The Warriors forward.
Four minutes of the second perS. Tenth St., by Lt. Col. David
iod had passed and the Warriors L. C. Godon couldn't be stopped
Ross. Executive Officer, The
and
he
scored point after point.
were still eating that basket up.
certificate signed by the ActThe Thunderbolts were bus y Helping him out was John Gray
ing Commanding Officer. Col.
guarding the Warriors' Gray but and Lawerence Franklin, L. C.
Willis G. Robbins read: 'la
Gordon
paced
the
Warriors with
that didn't keep forward John
recognition of the faithful perHurler from scoring He was al- 21 points for his team's high. Jimformance of assigned duties ac
ways there under the basket get- my Bullocks dumped in 12 points
employee of the (luau
civilian
for
the
Tigers.
In
a B game the
ting those rebounds, and racked
termaster Corps." Ile joined
Warriors edged the Manassas B
up 5 points in three plays.
the Depot work force as a Jr.
The Thunderbolts began to play team 49-48.
Laborer, progressed to Sr.
a little harder, although it was
always Denton or Jones getting in
a shot. The Warriors kept the pressure on forwards Grant Ward and
hitting power was just about knot- CHICAGO, Ill.—
ted up. Although the Thunderbolts
A "go-ahead" signal and full
did rack up 23 points, it wasn't federal support was
received
enough, so the mighty Warriors day by the State Office
of Civil
led at the half 42-32.
Defense to launch its part in the
Being a part-time sharecropper
DENTON GOT AWAY
nation's comprehensive Survival and hired farm hand hasn't stopIn the third period the Thunder- Plan project.
ped 32-year-old Loney B. Stewart
bolts' Denton broke away twice
According to General Robert M. of Clarksville, enn., fromT providfor the basket, but both shots Woodward, State
Civil Defense di- ing a neat home and a good livwere missed. That really hurt the rector, this intensive
study will ing for his family of seven, says
Thunderbolts, every shotthey result in tested and workable
evac- Miss Bessie L. Walton, assistant
could get, they needed. Denton uation and survival plans
for key state home agent or the Tennessee
came back to make the longest Illinois cities, enabling
them to Extension Service.
•
field goal shot of the night, and face various alert
warnings of atUnlike most sharecroppers. Mr.
I believe both team's fans gave tack ranging from
two to six. and Mrs. Stewart do not live in
him a cheer, for that shot was hours.
a broken-down, poorly furnished
beautiful.
Well, that didn't stop the War- ;1111111111111111111111111111111901111111111111111111111111111111111. farm cabin. Instead, says Miss
Walton, they live in a six-room
riors Gray, Lawerence Franklin
cottage with furnishings as modern
and Melvin Burges, they were just
and complete as those in some of
tops. Every shot they tried at
the best farm homes in the South,
that basket was good for a score.
largely because they were willing
In the final period the Thunderto paintup.and fixup a house they
bolts were like a lost soul, looking
called home, although it was not
for a break that never came. In
the final period the Warriors were
AMMAN — (INS) — Jucen Dina their own.
still putting on the pressure and of Jordan gave birth to a daugh- So outstanding are the StewAhn Gay, Lawerence Franklin, ter Monday at Basman palace. arts in farming and homemaking
Melvin Burges, Howard Ma t hi s, Both mother and child were re- that they were acclaimed district
champions in the tenant division
and L. C. Gordon, would make any ported doing well.
The princess is King Hussein's of the Extension Rural Home-life
team cry in a basket game. They
Contest a year ago, winning out
were too much for the Thunder- and Queen Dina's first child.
over families in eight counties.
bolts.
ill111111111111111111e11111111111111111111111alallfili11111001111111 WASN'T EASY
But this achievement wasn't
easy. Looking back 15 years, the
,Stewarts recall that they borrowed money to get married, and then
moved in with relatives. A year

• The

•

Civil Defense
Begins Survival Plan

Laborer, and retires with the
job of railroad trackman. Prior
to entering federal servive, he
was employed as a laborer on
the railroad and at a saw•
mill and for a number of years
farmed in Arkansas. A veteran of World War 1, he served with the U. S. Army in the
states from June 1918 to December 1918. A native Arkansan, he has lived in Democrat.
Highland. Hughes, and for the
past twelve years while workin at the Army Depot, he made
his home in West Memphis.

Sharecropper Buys Own
Home For Large Family

Queen Of Jordan
Gives Birth To
Her 1st Daughter

•

Frirrtmars S1i01114 (;sck
On New Tax Situation
Social security protection for
farm operators may become effective as early as the middle of
1956, depending on their age and
type of crop produced, according
to Joe W. Eanes, district manager, Memphis office of the Social Security Administration,
Thus Shelby county's self-employed farm' operators (including share-croppers) may find
themselves qualifying for retirement benefits under this program
when they reach 65.
Should they die insured under
the program, their survivors may
also qualify for benefits. The year
1955 was the first year that earnings from operating a farm can
be reported for this protection,
Mr. Eanes added.
Farmers who have net earnings

of $400 or more from their 1955
farming operatons should write the
District Director of Internal 'Revenue for the proper tax return
forms if they have not filed income tax returns in past years.

Spartans
Face Busy
Sports Week

Mother's Home and Garden club,
of the North Germantown Road
raised the following sums during
the Polio drive.
Cleora Gibbs, $1.00; Callie Hodson, .25: Annie Bertha Horsey,
.50; Allean Thomas, .50; Mar y
Frances Burtis. .25; Ethel Crutchfield, .25; Mary Roneywood, $1.00;
Mary Jones, .50; Lottie Horsey,
.25; Walker, 50.
Brunswick Community's total
contribution for polio was $30.
Mrs. Cleora Gibbs, chairman;
Mrs. Cattle Hodson, president:
Mrs. Annie Bertha Horsey, vicepresident and Mrs. Allean Thomas,
secretary.

EAST LANSING, Mich. — Four
home contests are scheduled for
Michigan State this week.
The Spartan cagers host leagueleading Illinois Saturday afternoon
in a nationally-televised cage
game, the boxers have a re-match
with the Quantica Marines Saturday night at 8 p.m., and the hockey team engages the powerful
University of Minnesota sextet in
a two-game stand.
With the exception of the trackmen, every Spartan team will be
in action, either at home or on
the road.

Turner On Texas
Accrediting Body

later they struck out on their own
as tobacco sharecroppers, living in
a shabby house with make-shift
furniture supplied by the owner.
Otis Turner, principal of the KilIn 1946, they moved all their gore Negro High School at Kilbelongings in two suitcases and a gore, Tex.. and a graduate of
box to the farm where they now Bishop college, has been appointlive. There they slept on the floor ed to membership on the State
for a week until they could make Commission on School Accreditaarrangements to buy a few pieces tion by Dr. J. WI- Edgar, Comof furniture on credit.
missioner of Education of the TexAs one of five sharecropper as Education Agency.
families on the place. Mr. and '
Mrs. 'tewart were assigned four on halves, and arranged for Mr.
acres or tobacco to wrok on halves. Stewart to have at least a day's
In addition he was promised a work every week on his large
day's work occasionally on the farm.
THEY GOT READY
l'andlord's farm.
This start put them in posiThat first year they had two
to consider competing in the
tion
visitors whom they will never for.
get. They were Johfl R. Branham rural Home life Contest which Miss
their county agent; and Miss Harlan talked with them about.
Margaret F. Harlan, their home They weren't ready that year, but
agent. "They encouraged us to said they would be the next.
Getting ready for the competiplant a garden and raise some
chickens and hogs for home use," tion,they added two rooms to their
says Mr. Stewart; "that was ;he four-room house to accommodate
beginning of our getting On our their growing family. and converted their old-fashioned kitchen into
feet."
By growing most of their load a modrtn U-shaped one with plenand selling a few eggs on the side, ty of cabinet space. Mr. Stewart
they came out clear that year, did all of the work himself. Next
and the landlord gave them four they bought a refrigerator, an
more acres to work, a cow to milk electric stove, a food mixer, home
freezer and more kitchen utensils. That year the Stewarts won
second place in the county and
set their hearts on the district
championship.
The next year when the judges
came around they found an attractive dining room with beautiful chinaware and a set of silverware. Also they found a new sewing machine, a vacuum cleaner,
and a washing machine. These additions gave them first place in
tile county.

WANT OWN FARM

Size In Convenient
Flask Now Also Available Thru
SPECIAL SHIPMENT
FROM SCOTLAND
At
Your Favorite Liquor Store ,
READER AND ADVISOR
ALL READINGS CONFIDENTIAL
PRICES WITHIN REACH OF ALL
Satisfaction Guaranteed or No Charge

MADAM LENA
7th Daughter of the 7th Generation, Born With
Double Veil

LUCK - SUCCESS - HAPPINESS
it

ASKS NO QUESTIONS
Lucky Dsys end Lucky Dow FREE With lack Reeding

— IF YOU WISH TO —

In Business - Hove Loved Ono. Retura Hove Complete Happiness • Conquer Your Rivals • Howe Good Luck - Succeed in Marriage - Knew What You Are lest Suited For In Life.

Succemul

WHITE AND COLORED WELCOME - LOOK FOR SIGN!
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY AT 10 A.M. TIL 9 P.M.
She doe. what ethers foil te de. You here erica the rest, now
try the best. You've heard her en the air, you've seen her on HI*
screen, now se* her in person. On* sitting with her will convince
you that the is far superior

•

to any other reader.

It you ere sick in body, or spirit or nsind, it your
health is not
good in any way, consult MADAM LENA. She can
help you with
the Lord's help. The lady with the Lucky sad Heelin
g

Hand.

SPECIAL READING... $1.00
Located in Pullman House Treiler on Highway 51, North 4 ntiles
North sof
T
oo• nest to Shelby end Tipton County
Lines sign. Licensed by State and County.
ft

MISS ERNESTLNE TAYLOR,
of Le Moyne college, will appear in recital at the Mt. Mo-

riah Baptist church in Orange
Mound, Sunday, Feb. 26 at 5
p. m.

Requests for information regarding tax return forms and taxes
due should be directed to the District Director of Internal Revenue, Nashville, Tenn. Questions
concerning the benefits payable under social security should be directed to the social security office at 188 Jefferson ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Brunswick, Tenn.

' "Spiritual Mastery of Man'sCrealive Potential" is the theme for
religious' emphasis week to be observed jointly by Fisk university.,
Meharry Medical college and Tennessee State university, Feb. 18-22.

found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain —without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improvement" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
netunt—reduetion ot retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement wits maintained in
eases whereBoctors'observations
were continued over a period of
;Orly months!
In fact, results were so thorough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
as "Piles have ceased to be a

of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
10 to 2Q years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astringents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (RioDyne )—the discoveryof a worldfamous research institution. Already, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in suppository or ointment
form called Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation II suppositories OT
Preparation H ointment with 93e(le1 applicator. Preparation IT is
sold at all drugstores.Satisfaction
giiaranteed or money refunded.
'Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

was presented to her by mem•
bers of Beta Chi and Beta
Omega Sigma chapters of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority in
Jackson when they celebrated
the 43rd anniversary of the
founding of t h e sorority. To
her left is Mrs. Lula Thomas.
1954 Woman of the Year."
Photo by Stone.

higher education. alethodist Board
of Education, will lead the retreat
which opens the week's activities
at the American Baptist Theological Seminary, Feb. 18. "Life's Cri alive Ventures" will be his subject.
Dr. Nets F. S. Ferre, philosophical theology professor at Vanderbilt university,- will address the
joint convocation of the three
schools from the subject "Which
Way Religion Now!"6 at 6 p. m.,
Feb. 19, at Tennessee State Universit y.

For the closing joint servIve,
Rev. Joseph H. Evans, minister,
Church of the Good Shepherd, Chi•
cago, will speak.

Wins Study Grant
NOTRE DAME, Ind. — Robert
Perillat has been given a Danforth Teacher Grant which will
allow him to complete his work
towards a doctorate degree. Ho
was nominated for the award by
Saint Mary's college where he has
been teaching philosophy.

DR. I. S. THOMAS

Seven leaders of religious education and thought have been selected to speak and confer with the
more than 4.000 students on the
three campuses. Nine experts in
youth work and human relations
will serve as resource persons for
the general and special group sessions and for peronal conferences.
Dr. James S. Thomas, associate director of secondary and

Louisville
Accepts Bid
To The NIT

Meet the man who
performs hundreds of
"weddings" a day....

BILL BAKER

NOW1YOU CAN STOP

Bill Is lust one of about 1,300 Southern
Bell cable splicers. Been with the Company almost 10 years. H•'s act1ve In
PTA work, likes to bowl, and is as handy
with tools oround th• house as on the
lob. was "topkick" to his National
Guard pals for years.

ST. LOUIS — "Gift from The Carpenter, teacher of
art, Sumner
Sea" by Ann Morrow Lindbergh High school, on Feb. 21, at the
will be reviewed by Joseph C. Central Public Library.

Science Finds Healing Substance That Does Roth.
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York. N. Y. (Special) — problem!" And among these sufFor the first time science has ferers were a very wide variety

THE "WOMAN OF THE
YEAR" for 1955 (second from
left) is shown as she received the token from Miss Johnnie Reid, Delta Sigma Theta
soror. The honoree is Mrs.
Lucile Meriwether, native of
Jackson, Tenn.. *ho has been
most outstanding in religious
and civic work. The citation

Fisk, Meharry, Tenn. State Set
Joint Religious Emphasis Week

St. Louis Teacher On Library Book Program

Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
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PROPER TAX FORMS

But the Stewarts weren't satisfied. They got busy and repainted their home and white-washed
the poultry house and other
out buildings. That did it says Miss
Walton, and the Stewarts were
named distict champion in DeNEW YORK — (INS) — The
cember, 1954.
The award was shared by their University of Louisville, ranked
five children who are all 4-H'ers. third in this week's INS college
They worked hard helping their basketball ratings, becama the
parents to keep up farm produc- seventh team Monday to accept
a
tion and to spruce up their home, bid to
the National Invitation
The Stewarts are now saving up
for a farm of their own. They are tournament at Madison Square
sharecropping 16 acres, including Garden.
a six-acre tobacco allotment, and
Other teams already in the 12,
they usually plant 10 acres of corn school NIT field are
Duquesne,
for their hogs and chickens. "We Seton Hall, Dayton, St.
Francis,
hope one day to buy a piece of Xavier and Marquette.
The tournaland and build a house on it," ment will he held March
17-24.
says Mrs. Stewart, "We already
Louisville, spearing in the NIT
have our furniture and applian- for the fifth straight
year, has a
ces."
19-1 record.
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Meet Bill Baker, cable splicer for Southern Betts
In his day's work he "joins together" the hundreds
of tiny wires in the telephone cables which carry
your calls.
Cable splicing is just one of many lobs it takes
to fill your telephone needs. And Bill is typical of
some 65,000 Southern Bell people who work as a
well-coached team. Keeping intricate equipment
In top shape. Putting your calls through. Giving
you the kind of service you want.
Because you can depend on the people behind
the lines, you can depend on your telephoto —
24 hours a day.

Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
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Stuffed eggs are fancy
To the eye
Simple to make and
Good, Oh my!
Stuffed eggs, so simple and
easy to make, can be as fancy as
you wish just by using a few tips
McNeil.
from the experts, when cutting and
The second game was a well attiring them. Eggs are good
High
Wonder
fought battle, but the
meat substitutes during the lenten
Lionesses lost to the Phelix Ti- season too!
gerettes with a 18-19 score.
When you are feeling in a creThe third game saw the Phelix ative mood, use the tine of a fork
Tigers win over the Dunbar Bull- to make patterns on the yolk mix
dogs by a score of 55-8.
ture. To make a fancy topping,
For the fourth game, the Dunthe yellow through a pasty
press
Crawfordsbar girls defeated the
tube, or cut the halves apart cross
ville girls 21-19.
of lengthwise. When
The fifth game was probably wise instead
apart, you may
the
halves
cutting
the most exciting of all, although
effect. Using the yolk
the Wonder High Lions won over try a star
ball instead of a mixthe Golden Dragons of Turrell by as a round
also.
attractive
is
ture
led
a score of 46-42. The Dragons
" Any of these placed in the cenall the way until Thomas "Tani,
Watkins tied it at 39-39 with only ter of a petal cut tomato, turns
three seconds left to play. In the tomato "rose" into a water lily,
over-time former all-district \Vence with the egg yellow as the staGreene made 7 points to sew it up ment of the flower.
for the Lions. Donaldson made 12 So good to eat that you will
want more than a sample, are
points for the Dragons.
For the finals, Phelix Girls de- stuffed eggs as a main dish at
feated Dunbar gor the champion- lunch or supper, and as snack
ship; and Phelix boys defeated food. They're tasty, too, as appeWonder High boys for champion- tizers, and garnishes for meat.
Stuffed eggs are definitely more
ship.

By Tommy Parker
Prof. L. R. Jackson, principal
of Wonder High school, journeyed
to Fayetteville last week and received his Master's degree from
the university there. He also holds
a BS degree in agriculture from
AM and N college, and a BA in
education from Western university. All join hands in salute to
Prof. Jackson on his achievement.
Mrs. L. B. Jackson is ill in
John Gaston hospital in Memphis.
Her friends and relatives are
wishing her a very speedy recovery.
Alex Johnson, of 117 S. 14th at.,
is also ill in John Gaston hospital His wife, Mrs. Pearl Johnson,
relatives and friends are wishing him a very speedy recovery.
Fletcher Drane, of 402 1-2 N.
8th st., is in CI ittenden Memorial
hospital suffering a foot burn that
he received on his job. All West
Memphis hopes he gets well
soon.
Funeral services for Mrs. Inez
Young were held last Sunday at
the New St. Paul MB church with
Rev. Fairmen officiating. West
Memphis Funeral Home was in
charge.
Mrs. T. R. Delaney, of Stuttgart,
Arkansas, visited h e r husband,
"Hank" Delanel, a coach at Wonder High last week end.
The Fourth Annual Crittenden
County Polio Tournament was held
at the Wonder High school gymnasium last week. All of the county high schools participated with
the net proceeds going to the
March of Dimes. Trophies were
donated by the Russell Tractor co.
of West Memphis, and the Grant
Co-op Gin co. of Marion. Officials
for the games were from AM
and N college of Pine Bluff,
whose transportation was furnished by the Thompson Company of Earle.
The tournament got underway
with Wonder High taking on McNeil of Crawfordsville. It was a
nip and tuck game for the first
half but the Wonder High Lions
won by a 43-22 score. Wence
Greene scored 17 points for the
Lions, and Jennings scored 12 or

With
TOP VALUE STAMPS
One Stamp given FREE
with each 10c purchase.
Shop EVERY DAY AT
KROGER and SAVE,
SAVE, SAVE.

iVAY

than Summer picnic food. They're
a year around success hot or cold.
The eggs can be sparklingly
new by varying the seasoning with
any one of the following: Tobasco
hot sauce, worchestershire sauce,
mustard, celery seed, mashed garlic, or minced onion. As a change
from the usual recipes for stuffed eggs made with mayonaise
or salad dressing, mash the yolk
with softened butter then season
with salt and pepper. Sweet or
sour cream can be used in place
of the butter, whichever you
choose, you'll find stuffed eggs a
new delight.
You candelight your family if
you add to your meatless recipes
this dish.
CREAMED EGGS
Six hardcooked eggs
One-fourth cup butter
One-fourth cup flour
One-half teaspoon salt
One-eighth teaspoon pepper
Two cups milk
Prepare sauce of butter, flour,
seasonings and milk. Heat stirring constantly to keep the mixture smooth until it thickens. Slice
or chop eggs coarseely and add to
sauce. If desired add more seasonings. This makes four servings.

7 Chicagoans
Named To Point

Keeping faith in your possibilities is the gateway to reaching
your desired goals.
The essential parts are these:
The confidence of obtaining the
things desired, also confidence in
your capacity and ability to attain. These are the unseeing eyes,
the rolling points and the fortifications which are necessary.
The first thing in life is to know
what you want, secondly, to know
how to get it, thirdly, to have
the willingness to work for it, and
fourthly, to have the patience to
wait. for it.
Spontaneous movements and seeing spontaneous success are as
unstable in their duration and effectiveness as they are unnatural
in their impulsive origin.
"NO!"
DIANA SAYS
Kirk Douglas' exwife, Diana KEEP FAITH
Oftimes one can be so anxious
Douglas, who has a featured role
In his new movie, "The Indian to achieve and so carried away
Fighter,'' is called upon for an by spontaneous successes of othunusual acting portrayal. She asks ers, they will loose faith in them
Kirk to marry her in the picture, selves and their project, therefore,
they will give up in despair.
but he turns her down'

WASHINGTON — Seven northside youths were awarded 1956 appointments to the U. S. Military
Academy at West Point by Cong.
Sidney R. Yates, of the Ninth District in Chicago.
Named to West Point were:
Thomas E. ‘'alente, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Valente,
3540 N. Ret a ave.: John G.
Coombs, 19, son of Mrs. Betty
Coombs of 413 St. James pl.; Lawrence McCarthy, 20, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell McCarthy of
3240 N. Clifton ave.; Paul Boyd.
jr., 21, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Boyd of 3924 N. Lakewood ave.;
Richard A. Smith, 20, son of
Mrs. Helen Smith of 2932 N.
Boyne; John R. Hazel, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. Hazel, 846
Fullerton ave.; and Don Schoen.
17, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto V.
Schoen, 1955 Belmont ave.

There may and always is
something that will handicap you
in your efforts to reach your goal,
but if you will keep faith in your
possibilities of winning, nothing
can stop you. Faith in your possibilities gains for you greater possibilities measuring. Filling up
your capacity gives you a greater
capacity. These are the requirements of growth. No one can grow
any larger than he can envision,
together with the faith and determination to achieve your vision.
All of which can work for evil as
well as for good. It all depends
upon one's motives.
That is why we have disrespect
for law which lead to all types
of social disorders, crimes and
other forms of sin and lawless- believed. America became a great
country because it believed. The
ness.
America,
many difficulties which face man
discovered
Columbus
because he believed. The Pioneers today can be overcome if man
conquered all hostilities in the will believe and try. You can be
new world because they believed. the kind of person you desire to
The 13 colonies won their free- be if you will believe and try
dom from England because they hard enough.

Westinghouse Roaster Oven

KROGER SWEET

POTATOES
No. 3 1)7
CAN

L c

KROGER GRAPEFRUIT

BELMONT

JUICE

MIXED FRUIT

30CANS 39C

FINE QUALITY SLICED

2 39C • 1
PEACHES

46-0s.
cans

303
CANS

FINE QUALITY

EACH 39c PEACH HALVES
304 39c
cAs
2.ei
1
/
CHUNK
Cans nip
,4 No.
STYLE
KROGER SUGAR
303 25c
2Cans
COOKIES
Apple Sauce KROGER
pi_KB.G. 39C

Angel Food Cake Fres Shore Tuna
STRAWBERRY
KROGER

Preserves

KROGER

Pear Halves KROGER

5 Ent $1
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Kroger Frozen
Potatoes French Fried

12 Os.
lar

2 9(
Pk::..29c

MILD

Daisy Cheese

Vanilla Extract

LB. 43c

AVONDALE 88:Zz

COOKIES
pei d. 39c
MARBLE EGG WHIP

19c

Qt. tin
Jar SMC

CAKE

35c
PORK ROAST Full Rib End lb. 25c • PORK ROAST Full 9" Loin lb. 35c
ib
Embassy
Salad

Dressing

WHOLE

10 TO 12 LB,

EACH

.35c

if you can give a better bourbon...give it!
There is no gift more gracious, more distinctive than
this exquisite decanter, created specially for holiday
giving. And inside, you have the greatest gift of all, a
magnificent bourbon, rich, smooth and warmhearted.

FULL
LOIN HALF

lb 39c
StP'•0104
*01t
PAS
\bs. SA
3
10
°lasso
49c
?pm
Ot.
*biting
BREADED
9t
Ole 3

res-Slore

COOKED
Shrimp
39t
Sticks
fisb
Creole
Ws. Sp1
3
PERCH
Shlinap
COD OR
Olets

WIENERS, Premium
KRAUT, Fresh
BOLOGNA, Wilson

lb 45c
Qt. jar 29c
lb. 39c

Pork Chops CENTER CUT lb. 49c 110
Chuck Roast KROGER CUT lb. 39c
Ground Beef KFV4Uf 3 lbs. $1
Arm Roast SMALL BONE lb. 49c
SMOKED
Picnics PREMIUM
SHORT SHANK
lb. 29c
Sliced Bacon KWICK
lb. 39c
KRISP
Slab Bacon SUGAR-CURED
1ST CUTS
lb. 25c

FLORIDA SEEDLESS

Grapefruit

Ancient Age comes pregift-wrapped in a beautiful frosty carton.
Slip off gold wrap-around name

••

band and your gift is ready.
clorida Vine-Ripe

Fresh Tomatoes

lb. 25-

'itamin Rich

21

Fresh Carrots

LB. CELLO BAGS

15:

'resh Crisp Red

Radishes

BUNCH

sis
3
ic

New Fresh Green
fa
161.747l/trf SIRAIGNI

BOURBON

n
, 4•

•

WHISREY • 6 SEARS OLD • 90 Prool• 013554610T *E Lorggii6 cp., fiwocrwiT, KorucxY

Cabbage .

•

•

•

Your Choice

HEAD 1 OC

Do.

